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COLUMBIA CHRONICLE
Columbia College' Chic ago 's weekly ncw'>papcr

Barack rocks Hokin stage
0 Senator addresses education for Hispanic students
Chicago addressed some of the
His panic community' s ed ucaU.S. Sen. Barack Obama was tio n-related struggles, like the
on campus May 5 to address a troubling dropout rate among
group of more than I 00 people at Hispanic high school students. A
the Chicago regional His panic 2000 study by the Nationa l
Heritage Youth Awards in the Center fo r Education Statistics
Hokin Auditorium, 623 S. reports a 7.4 percent dropout rate
Wabash Ave.
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$ 2,000 and $3,000
-Antonio
Tijerino,
underdog c andi grants to aid in
president and CEO date
in the early
the ir higher eduof
the
Hispanic
cation endeavors.
days of his U.S.
Heritage Foundation Senate
campaig n
"On a day we
cele brate a his- ' - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - ' to the students ristoric past, I want to thank the ing above dis heartening educaho norees for giving us a glimpse tion statistics among Hispanics.
of wha t the fu tu re hold s,"
" If you keep your eyes on the
Obama said during the even!. ball . I know- and your fa milies
which also took place on Cinco know-you wi ll be successful:·
de M ayo. the holiday thai com- he told the s tudents.
memorates Mexico's victory
Columbia President Warrick
over France in an 1862 battle in L. Carter also addressed the honPuebla, Mexico.
See Obama, Page 3
The Democratic senator fro m
By Jeff Danna
News Editor

Eric Davis/The Chronicle

Columbia President Warrick L. Carter (right) greets U.S. Sen. Barack Obama before Obama's
speech at the Hispanic Heritage Youth Awards ceremony May 5 in the Hokin Auditorium, 623 S.
Wabash Ave. The senator told the college-bound, high school awardees, 'If you keep your eyes on
the ball, I know- and your families know- you wi ll be successful. '

Wackenhut security aligns
with campus task force
0 Police and South Loop organizations helping to enhance Columbia's safety
By Jennifer Sabella
News Editor

It's just another d ay for
Columbia security guard Fred
Whis bey. He sits at the fron t
desk of the Wabash Campus
Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave.,
g reeting students
as they come in
the
door
and
directing
confu sed visito rs to
various o ffices in
the building.
Although Whis bey loves to
laugh and chat with s tudents, he
takes his job seriously, and wants
all Columbia students to feel
safe on campu s.
" In the morning, I stand outside," Whi sbey said. " I want to
make sure they get in safely."
Campus safety is an issue that
every admini strato r at nearl y
every college in the nation has

on hi s or her mind , but a college
in the heart of the nation 's third
largest city must deal with a lo t
more people and a higher crime
rate to deal wi th.
C hicago's I st police district,
w hich
includ es
Columbi a,
reported 1,533
ins tances
of
property crime
from January
to March of
2004. By comparison ,
the
Unive rsity
of
Il lino is
in
Champaig n-Urbana had o nly 54
reported theft s.
" I have to say that safety and
security is an issue that is foremost on any student 's mind on
all of the educational campus,"
said Martha Meegan, director of
campus safety. " It 's on everybody's mind s because we' re in
an urban en vironment. "

Despite the urban envi ronment
and sa fety concerns, Col umbia's
campus is safer now than it has
been in the past.
Statistics from the C hicago
Police Department s how crime
in the I st district down by I 0.5
percent since 2004. And Meegan
sa id communi ty part ic ipa tio n,
along with the co llege's sec urit y
guards' willingness to go above
and beyond the ir call of duty, is
to thank for that.

Columbia's blue force
The men and women in navy
blue, stationed in the lobbies of
Columbia 's buildings, are members
of Columbia's Wackenhut security
team. Wackenhut is the largest
sec urity provider in the world
responsible for guarding the major-

See Safety, Page 6

Ben Pancoast!The Chronicle

Even though Columbia security guard Fred Whisbey enjoys talking with students while watching the lobby of the Wabash
Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave., he said he takes his job
seriously.
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A spark of stupidity

S

tupid laws fascinate me. I
always get a good chuckle
when I hear about some
outdated civil order or misdemeanor that is still on the books
somewhere.
Usually the ordinance is so
confounding that it is hard to tell
why it was created in the first
place. For example, in Alabama
it is illegal to wear a fake mustache that causes laughter in
church, and putting salt on a railroad track is punishable by death.
Obviously faux facial hair and
salted railroad ties are a big problem in Alabama.
Each state has its own set of
ludicrous edicts, like Utah, where
it is illegal to hunt whales, and
New Hampshire, where on
Sundays citizens may not relieve
themsel ves while looking upward.
Most likely these are historic
relics held over from a day when
there actually was a whale-hunting problem in Utah.
But aside from historically stupid laws, there are plenty of contemporary stupid laws as well,
and one of them recently came to
m y attention.
As of April 14, 2005, it became
illegal to carry cigarette lighters
onto airplanes in the United States
because, apparently, it's easy to
make a bomb out of a BiC.
The U.S. Depanment o f
Homeland Security's
Transponation Securi ty
Administration, as a preventive
measure to stop-what else-terrorism. has handed down this
new head-scratcher in an effon
to improve safety on airlines. I
find this law to be just as puzzling as a whale in Salt Lake
City. Although I can't fault just
the TSA fo r the silliness. s ince
thi s act was actually dreamed up
by Congress as pan o f the
National Terrorism Preventio n

Act
The TSA press release
announcing the decision reads:
"By creating a policy to add
lighters to the Prohibited Items
List, we are closing a potential
vulnerability in air travel security."
Lighters?
The government believes that a
BiC can be easily adapted into an
"lED," or improvised explosive
device. So on the off chance that
MacGyver boards your airplane
with a vendetta against a traveling
NHL executive who is responsible
for canceling the season, he will
now have to use old mainstays
like a paperclip and a rubber band
to take out his intended target.
Now, I haven't experienced the
lighter ban firsthand; this story
comes to me via my lovely girlfriend Amy, who lives in New
York.
She had the dubious pleasure o f
traveling o n April 15. the day the
ban went into effect.
During her check-in, the friendly security guards at O'Hare airpon instructed Amy that she must
stow her'lighter before entering
the terminal area. She begrudgingly complied, and that s hould
have been that. However, upon
boarding the plane, now devoid of
any potential butane weaponry,
Amy took her seat next to a girl
who was doing needlepoi nt.
The irony became immediately
apparent. Amy couldn't tote a
piece of harmless plastic and Oint
on board, but the powers at the
TSA had no problem granting
access to a woman carrying a
two-inch-long eye-gouging device
as long as she created neat palterns with her thread .
It seems to me that a crazed
sea mstress is just as much o f a
weapon as a lighter fro m 7E ieven.

The next time AI Qaida
decides to carry out some devious plot involving airplanes,
they should immediately eliminate all of the terrorists with a
smoking habit and search their
roster of suicidal operatives for
an agent with a passion for knitting.
And seriously, a pack of
smokers who have been cooped
up in a flying metal tube for a
few hours, then have to wait for
their luggage before they can
have a cigarette, is far more
dangerous than anything the
world has yet to imagine. I
would go so far as to say that a
nicotine fit is worse for people
in the surrounding area than any
fundamentalist crusade could
be, but I digress.
The lighter ban provides a good
chance to observe the wisdom of
our national security officials.
Will banning lighters make our
airpons any safer? Doubtful.
Will anyone freak o ut and terrorize a jet with a crochet needle?
Probably not, but the window is
wide open.
Anyone with a burning desire
to wreak havoc and enough determination to take action will find a
way around institutional roadblocks like the TSA's lighter ban.
If members of the TSA are truly
pyro-phobes why then are a maximum of four books of matches
per person still allowed on board?
Hmmm.
So while the lighter ban probably won't make it into the annals
of stupid laws. alongside s uch
classics as Wisconsin's o rdinance
that buner subs titutes are not
allowed to be served in state prisons, it isn't exactly a sman one.
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Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.
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For more information on
Adstock, call the Marketing
DepartmLnt at (312) 344-7600.

Menag6 6 trois

The Concert and Festival
Production class in the Arts,
and
Media
E ntertainment
Management Depanment is hosting an Urban 3-Way arts event on
May 10 at 7 p.m. The show,
which blends dance, art and
music, hits the Hokin Annex in
the Wabas h Campus Building,
623 S . Wabash Ave. The pieces
in the presentation re late to rock,
house and hip-hop genres. Food
and a raffle are also pan of the
event. A suggested donation of
$1 will benefit the Student
Government Association.

For more information, contact
Kizzy lsom at (773) 256-0639.

•

Adstock 2005

Adstock 2005 will be at
Columbia on May 12 .
From 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., the
Marketing Depanment welcomes
top marketing industry professionals who will network with students and give advise to those
interested in the field o f marketing. The e vent is part of Manifest
2005, and takes place in the

•

She stoops, she scores

As part of Manifest 2005, the
Theater Department presents "She
Stoops to Conquer." The 18th century comedy production featuring
Columbia students runs from May
12 through May 22. "She Stoops
to Conquer" shows at the Getz
Theater, 62 E. 11th St., and has
various show times during its run.
For show times and ticket prices,

go to hrtp:llwww.colum.edu/undergraduaultheaterl.

•

Let's dance

Dance students perform on May
12 as part of the Dance
Department's Student Performance
Nighfs. The show runs from 8 p.m.
to 10 p.m. in the Dance Center,
1306 S. Michigan Ave., and features a number of Columbia's
dance students. Admission to the
show is $1 and benefits the Student
Dance Organization.

For more information. call the
Dance Center at 312-344-8300.

-agreiner@chroniclemail.com

AccuWeather 7-day
forecast for Chicago

/How safe ~ you feel on campus?
"'feell'MIIy

"Pretty uta. I've

out ancr abOut

lived In Chicago
my whole llta. I'm
Juat uaed to lt."

ufa. .wlheN't
alwaya people
downtown and
In thla area."

=

-Whitney

Freahman,

Culllna,
Freahman,
Graphic Dealgn

"Pretty Nfe.
There'• no real
reaaon tof"l
threatened. I walk
around at 3 a.m.
and nothing really happem. Jutt
bumt aakfng for
clgaretfet."

-Darren Prumtr,

,=::,;:~

Animation

" Pretty aate
uaually. I try
not to walk
around b(.
myaalt at nigh •
I'm hera pre!'Y,
lata.'
-Donna Ray,
Junior, Theater

Sunny to partly

High 70"

cloudy

Low 46•

High 70•

Low48•

High ...

Low4S•
All forecasts prllvidcd byAI'rnWtuthtr.com- C2005

If you have
an upcom·
ing event or
announcement, call
The
Chronicle's
news desk
at (312) 344·
7254' or
e-mail
chronicle@
colum.edu.
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Alumna talks trash,
kicks butt in derby
0 Former Columbia student makes name for herself with Windy City Rollers
By K. Anderson
S1afl Writer
Jill L oPresti can be an unassuming figure. until s he opens
her mouth.
S he's a petite 5 foo t 4 inches
ta ll, with pixie-c ut blo nde hair
a nd c hipped red nail po li sh . She
wears little grey socks with running puppy dogs on them . But,
she talks tough and the lo nger
she does, the easier it is to notice
her muscular arms along with
her sweetly upturned no se.
'The three things I love are
living, sex and booze." Lo Pres ti
said proudly.
Lo Pres ti is a Windy C ity
Ro ller kno wn by the moniker
"J'Illegal."
Las t s ummer, her friend Sara
Stevens , formerly kno wn in the
derby as Miss Fits, asked her to
c heck out this roller derby thing
that was emerging in C hicago
unde r th e leaders hip o f two
wo me n kno wn as Juanna
Rumble
and
Sis ter
S ledgehammer.
Rumble a nd Sled geha mmer
s tarted the Windy City Ro lle rs in
2004 after getti ng wind of s imilar ro ller derbies popping up in
Austin, Texas and Ar izona . The
o rig inal ro ller de rby began in
C hicago durin g the G re at
Depression and had a reviva l in
the d isco-crazed 1970s. Wo me n
armed with roller s kates and a tti tude circle around an ova l rink
a nd try to avo id bei ng knocked
ove r by the o the r team o f de rby
girls. Unlike the derby o f the
1930s a nd 1970 s, modern derby
g ir ls are usually tattooed and
pierced. The roller derby has the
vio lent appeal of hockey, with no
puck and more sass.
LoPresti and Ja m ie Ramsay,
known in the d e rby as Varia
Vendetta, became fast friends at
their first de rby practi ce. Both

claimed they hadn' t skated in
years , but Lo Prest i wowed
Ramsay whe n s he ro lled o nto the
rink like an old pro, s kating and
danci ng with s urpris ing s tyle and
rhythm .
"The girl can moo nwalk o n
ro ller s ka tes. She's amazing,"
Ra m say s aid abo ut LoPresti .
In true Windy C ity Ro llers
fashio n. Lo Presti uses he r se xuality and aggress1o n as a part o f
the game.
" It's just like hoc key. except
we ' re way ho tter." s he s aid.
describing he r ro ller derby experience.

Longtim e fri e nd Benjamin
Trecroci said he has been o n the
receiving e nd o f Lo Pre sti 's
aggression o n m ore than o ne
occas io n.
"She 's really s mall , but s he
can really pack a punch." s aid
Trecroci , who met Lo Presti
when th e two were stud ying
jo urnalis m at Co lumbia.
Recently. th e Windy City
Ro lle rs took the ne xt s tep in
es tabli s h ing the ms el ves as a
league: They split up into four
tea ms. On June 12 they will
begin co mpeting in front of a
li ve audie nce at the Congress
Thea ter. Lo Presti is the captain
of the Ma nic Attac ke rs.
At a recent team meeting of
the Ma n ic Attackers. the gi rl s
spo ke exci tedly about their first
bout- the derby name fo r competitio n-spo nsorship a nd ki c king
butt. In attendance we re C ha Cha
C ha rger, E lle Des truc to . Triple
Dee, Mo Vengeance , Tammy
Gu n, Val Capo ne a nd, o f course ,
J ' Illegal.
They di scuss ed parties a nd
fund-ra isers , putting as ide the
jokes and complaints of hangovers long enough to get down
to the business of stra tegy. The
leag ue is e ntertai ning offe rs

fro m some big na me sponsors.
and no o ne at the m eeting
seemed to doubt that the Windy
C ity Rollers a re going to be hit
big. Next year, the league ho pes
to compete nationall y.
"She's just wo rking he r ass off
to make it ha ppe n," said
LoPresti's roommate a nd Windy
C ity Ro llers new recruit Ta nia
O ' Co nno r, a lso known as
S ydney Vicious.
Lo Presti is comm itted to he r
tea m , but she still has fu n a nd is
kno wn fo r her mi schi evo us
nature.
" We play a little d irty," she
openly admits w ith a sm ile.
"[Lo Presti] is a lot o f trouble,"
Trecoc i sai d. " But it's the good
kind tha t you want in your life."
Lo Presti's team w ill be ho lding a fund-raiser o n May 19 a t
Phyllis ' Mus ical Inn, 1800 W.
Di vis io n St. , to raise money for
unifo rms. The lineup will incl ude OJ
Slo- Mix, roc k ' n'
roll band The Drip
and othe rs. Doors
ope n a t 7 p.m. and
the s how s tarts at 9
p.m. There is a $5
d o natio n at the
door and a portion
o f the proceed s
will go to c ha rity.
wi ll
Atte ndees
have the opportunity to mee t. da nce
a nd poss ibl y arm
wres tle with the
ro ugh a nd tumble
girls o f the Manic
Attackers.

For coverage of
the South Side's
roller derby, check
0 111 page 6 of the
A&E s upp/emelll.

Ob31113

On Cinco De Mayo, U.S. Sen. Barack Obama commends the winners of the Hispanic Heritage Youth Award on their success.

Columbia alumna Jill
LoPresti is the captain of
the Manic Attackers. a
Chicago roller derby
team in the Windy City
Rollers league. Her
aggressive demeanor in
the rink has earned the
nickname 'J'IIIegal.' "The
three things I love are
living, sex and booze,"
LoPresti
told
The
Chronicle.

Continuetlftvm Frow Page

o rees and introduced Oba ma as a
friend o f the college. Carte r
explained how two years ago,
the n-Illino is Se n . Obama was
in
help ing
in strume ntal
Columbia secure $2 millio n fro m
the state fo r construc tion o n the
11 04 Cente r. 1104 S. Wa bash
Ave .
" I kind o f look at this as a senator returning ho me," Carte r
s aid. " He comes back now with a
little more cac he and visibilit y."
C arter s aid Obama 's de te rminatio n to help all young people
ha ve access to education made
him an ideal speake r for the cere mo ny.
The
7-year-o ld
llispa nic
lleritage Foundatio n, a national
group that ac knowledges ac hieveme nts in the ll ispanic community,
c hose O bama as the e vent 's
speaker because he is an up-andcoming leader and role model fo r
students, said C lari ssa Sando val,
senior manager of programs and
events for the foundatio n.

T he foundati on 's pres ident and
CEO, Antonio Tijerina, co mpared Obama 's s tatus as a freshm a n senator to the s tudents· status as incoming freshme n co llege
students.
"He has a lo t in common with
the Latino commun ity." Tijerina
s aid . "He ha s been quoted
ex press ing how his heritage
inspires him , and tha t reall y h its
home."
Ryan Duffy. president of the
Colu mbia Co llege De mocrats,
who atte nded the eve nt to hear
Obama speak . al so recognized
the senat or as so meone the
awardecs could look up to .
" It's good to ~now who your
representati ves arc supporting

a nd who's suppo rting the m as
well," Duffy said. " Ha vi ng o ne
of the most powerful ind iv iduals
in the sta te-if not the country] prese nt] is definitely a bonus."
T he
His panic
Heritnge
Foundation a nd the nwnrd's corporate sponsors hnnded out a

total of $30 ,000 in Go ld and
S ilver Med allion a wards at the
C hicago e ve nt. The ho norees
were ha ndpicked by a local
se lectio n committee that included Colum bia 's d irector o f Latino
Cu ltura l Affairs. A na Maria Soto.
and arc now e ligible fo r the foun dat ion's na tional a ward . T h e~
will compete with the wmnt:r::-.
fro m the country's I I o th<·r
reg ions for a trip to Miam1 f,>r th<'
Nati onal
Youth
i\\1 a n i
Prese ntat iOn Eve nt. a tnp tP
Wa shin gto n. D.C.. fm th<·
Hi spa n i~ lle ritage /\wards Ga la.
a laptop computer and a n add1
ti ona! $5.000 gra nt.
Anita Padtl la. Columbia alum
na and news am:hor fm
C hicago's NBC 5. who sCr\'ed '"
emcee for the rcrcmony fnr 1tw
fifth time, said sill' was proud ,,t
the student winners.
"These nrc the futur<' leaders
America," Pndilla said . "They'r<'
not on ly smart. hut they're prnud
of their leaders."
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THE FILM & VIDEO DEPARTMENT
AT COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO
PRESENTS

Television Department

Columbia c o L L, o ~

c .. . c: •• o f!j

Program Guide for University (enter on Channel 32
Cam.Pcus Update
Columbia s forum for campus news, announcements, mnts, weather info &more•.•
MWFSu: 6o, Sa, lOa, 12p, 2p, 4p, 6p TRSo: 7o, 9a, llo, lp, 3p, Sp, 7p, 9p, llp

Speak Up

Awriety show thai encourages local colege studen1S from Columbia College,
ROOSMk and DePaul Uni¥ersilies to speak up on ideas and fads that matter to
college students.
MWFSu: 10:30a
liSa: 7:30p

Big Mouth
Women's History Month Sperial, showcasing the diverse talents of Columbia
College studenls. Featured: Drea Smith, Sherry Amour, Natalie Oliveria &more.
MWFSu: 11 :lOa
liSa: 8:30p

Undergrad
Ashort drama that follows fiYe college students who fcxe life and ICM in the
Yfllldy Gty. This week'sepiwde: Confidential
MWFSu: 12:30p
liSa: 9:30p

Garners (NLJ

Get a prewiew fi the latest video game !Pf!lets for your game sys1em and get a CDOI
video tutorial that WI aeate the ultimale Yideo game experience.
MWFSu: 8:00p

Reality Bar Crawl (NLJ
Toke a ride on a rock Slor tour bus with the cast of two reality tele.ision shows.
Irs atrip you don't want to miss!
MWFSu: 8:30p

AV Squad. (NLJ

If Jill lllau;lr ,..,. sa" IllS! music videos of the year, then you've been
lllisW. Oleck Mt • _ . . _ 6111 are more than you could imagine.
MWf5u: 9:iiOp

College Town, USA tHJJ

Tile owa alep CllllfiSIS, ..,_ IIIII sllllells around the country,
Tllis ..t's epea liMe: Ulliwrsily af &llios • ~ign
MlfSe: 9:38p

Comedy Night SchooltHIJ

CNII._._,,,_,..,..,....._

· tlbtl a
ill elm? How about a
•se611 effers"llstwytDcwea ..,_.lll.ito Cllk reneck-ilyle?
If'' Ill here II c.lrlaiJ,.. .
IMISu: lt.llp

Funny Money tHLJ
•
c.eMni ~ IIIII to iM for wt -.y IIIII ndie11Ctla9s.

Mlf54r. JUJp

AV Squad (NLJ

It llle frs• tosee the **t .C Meos ltlllli¥1 perfOIIIIIICtS from your favoritt

Miallarfsls.
MWFw.

THE BIG
SCREEN
THE STUDENT FILM FESTIVAL

EXPERIMENTAL ANIMATION NARRATIVE DOCUMENTARY

THURSDAY, M AY 12. 2005
7PM
ADMISSION IS FREE
FILM ROW CINEMA
1104 SOUTH WABASH
8TH FLOOR

n-,

Planet X (NLI

,._ of lht trd'llllfY ..,., ..... atrtmt sports from the H70Winter Classic.

MWHt: 11 :30p

Avid.

(Ill) ...... ,..... . . . " ......

Columbia~
COLLEG E

CHICAGO
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Lecture details Asian
activism in America
0 University of Wisconsin professor's cultural research reflects her experiences
By Jeff Danna
News Elitor

her political activism; Eiko Kosasa,
a Japanese-American living in
Fay Yokomizo Akindes. an asso- Hawaii who spoke out against leadciate professor o f communications ers o f the Native Hawaiian
at the U ni versity of Wisconsin- Sovereignty Movement; and
Parkside. likes to tell the story of Alberta Lee. the daughter of Wen
Patsy Takemoto Mink. the fanner Ho Lee, a scientist who was held
U.S. Representative from Hawaii for nine months in solitary confinewho was the first Asian woman ment fo r allegedly sharing top
elected to Congress.
secret U.S. nuclear weapon inforMink's
accomp lishments. matio n with China.
including her work
Akindes spoke
on Title IX. the poras part of the
tion of the Higher
Center for Asian
Education Act that
Arts and Media's
grants equal educaWo men
Warrior
tion opportunities to
Festival. Liberal
women. have had an
Education chairimpact on Akindes.
woman Lisa Brock,
a native Hawaiian.
who has known
On
May
4.
Akindes for several
Aki ndes shared the
years. invited her.
sto ries of Mink and
Brock said the
Akindes
three other Asian- L-= = --..;;...._..;;...._ _J s tories
A merican women in the Coll ins tells in her lecture parallel issues of
Theatre on the sixth fl oor o f the human rights that have emerged
So uth Campus Bui lding. 62~ S. since 9111.
Michigan Ave.. in a lecture titled
""Asian-Americans are a part of
··Listen: The Good (Silent) Asian o ur histo ry and the fabric of
Girl Talk s Bac k to U.S. American >Ociety."' Brock said .
Patriarchy."·
··And it"s important that [students]
··systematic racism and sexism know th_at histor~ . and specifically
wears people down and works to the history that [Fay I is talk1 ng
keep them in their place:· Akindes about. which f0c·uscs o n the relasaid dunng her lec ture. which tionship of gender and U.S. patri focu sed
on
As1an-American archy and rcpress1o n historically. I
women who she believes tran- think all o f tho se things are particuscended stereotypes of female larly relevant today in the broader
Asians and became advocates for sense. We' re faci ng a situation in
the rights of wo men and vario us o ur own country where a lot of
ethnic groups in the United States.
these th ings are possible again
She d1scussed the lives of Yuri under the Patriot Act and under the
Kochiyama. a Japanese-American current war situatio n."
who spent time in an Arkansas reloAkindes' lecture s temmed from
cation camp during Wo rld War II two events. While attending a conand whose acquaintance wi th ference at Northwestern University
Malco lm X in the 1960s impacted in early 2002. she was captivated
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by the words of a 75-year-o ld
Japanese-America n woman who
was forced to live in concentration
camps during World War II.
When an audience member at the
conference asked how people could
prevent such events from happening again, the woman said to speak
out against social injustice and be
critical of the government.
··It was surprising to me to hear
her say that because she looked just
like my mom, just like my aunties,"
Akindes said, "and I cannot picture
them saying this. because she was
speaking as an activist, and that
really struck me."
Akindes was a lso infl uenced
by a wo me n' s s tudies course she
taught , in which many s tude nts
were s hy about participating in
class. However. when Akindes
read her students ' journals, s he
fo und that they were dea lin g
Dlvld llakUThe Chronicle
with inte nse emot io nal proble ms
that. in so me cases. had led to Fay Yokomizo Akindes, associate professor of communications
at the University of Wisconsin-Parkside, tells the stories of four
eating disorders and self-mutilaAsian-American women activists in her May 4 lecture, 'Listen:
tio n. The class beca me foc used The Good (Silent) Asian Girl Talks Back to U.S. Patriarchy,' in the
o n the idea of fi nding a voice and Collins Theater, 624 S. Wabash Ave.
being comfortable about speaking up about impo rtant issues. and a group called Sudden Rush Communication at the Universite
Akindes sa id.
that has lyrical content contrary to d ' Abomey-Calavi.
But she is no t solel y devoted w hat is considered typical in
"A lot of my research emerges
to researching Asian- American Hawaiian music.
from my personal life and my perwomen . She has publi shed wo rk
"The message imbedded in their sonal experiences," she said. "I was
abo ut race and identity. and her rap is very political," she said. born and raised in Hawaii; my husresearc h actually began by ''They're addressing issues central band is from Benin."
Nancy Tom, executi ve director
s tud ying Hawaii a n rad io s ta- to the Nationalist Movementissues of reclaiming the land, of the Center for Asian Art and
tions.
She became interested in how reclaiming their history. their iden- Media, said she was pleased with
Hawaiian stations that played pre- tity, questioning the government. Akindes' lecture and the topics she
dominantly locally produced music questioning the colonizer."
discussed. She said she would like
affected the state 's tourism indusAkindes has also studied the cul- to share more of the experiences of
try, which. she said. is linked to ture of Benin. a country in West Asian Americans.
" It connects not just with
most aspects of Hawaiian culture. Africa, and she will spend the next
Particularly, Akindes said, she was academic year in the country teach- Columbia students," Tom said.
U.S.
Cultures
and "She's talking about human rights."
interested in Hawaiian rap music ing

ity o f nuclear plants in the United
States.
Columbia's re latio ns h ip with
the h1gh profile and increasingly
controversial company IS fairly
new. The college e nded an II ·
year contrac t with security firm
SD I in the summer o f 2004 and
accepted Wackenhut"s more than
$ 1 millio n bid.
Meegan told The C hronicle in
Jul y that Wucke nhut\ extensive
train1ng program so ld the college
on the ne w company. Man y
g ua rd ' formerl y employed by SD I
made the switch 111 Wnckcnhut.
Whi,bey is o ne of those guards.
lie has been working in vari ous
buildings o n cnmpus fur nearly
three years.
Meegan said the training hns
'erved the g uards well nnd they
ha ve been proving their worth nt
the w llege.
" ll.n' l week i we 've ac tunlly
had lour occas ions where our offi ce" ha ve responded beyo nd their
re' P"" "'"I 11 ie' ami heyond the 1r
duty ami ncltutll y detninccl some
or the offe nder, ." Meej\1111 suid.
" We're ple:"etl nhuut thnt."
Stude nt
l<ohy n
Mnrlln .
<l1 1VC Jmnc 111

A ~M ll' tlll io11

v t..:c

pl'c~i dctll 1111d M' l l llll' it tiCI'IH.' I iY''

""V'"·

tnu lt nncchn
" liclt l1111 scc u
m y y,11111d' hnvc hcen hclpfnl 111
her when ' he c nt"<IIIIIICied proh·

!ems in the HUB. The HUB,
located in the lower level o f the
1104 Center, 11 04 S. Wabas h
Ave., is what many students call a
second ho me.
Martin sometimes stays in the
HU B until nfter 5 p.m .. doing various things in the offices. She said
the HUB is the o ne area in the
school that sometimes feels
unsafe to her.
Martin said she wus working
o ne night when she noticed a man
sleeping in the HUB. Assuming
he wns not u stude nt, she asked
him to lenve. The mun became
increasingl y ungry with her and
refused to vucute .
" I culled sccurily. and u guard
cume down und usked him 10
leuve," Murtin suid.
The sleeping m1111 turned out h J
be ho meless. Murtin suid s he
appreciated the security guurds'
prompt response.

A community llll'uir
Wi th
buildin gs
scallned
throughout the South Lo<lfl.
( \ >lumhiu has n11111y ncighhors
ranging l"rl>m hotels II> the quirky
C'hicnJ!n ( 'niT)'<llll. 6.1 E. llarnsnn
St. A key to n saft• cnmpus.
ac..·cmlinf! to MceJ!nn, is rcm:hing
IIUI Ill the Cllllllllllllily.
Whishoy s nld thut 1w11 l!lllll'ds

from the Pacific Garden Mission
make daily rounds to each
Columbia- building to ensure that
mission residents s tay out o f
Columbia buildings.
As Whisbey explained th1s
process. a large security guard
from the mission, who preferred
to remain unnamed. walked into
the Wabash Campus Building. "Is
it all c lear?" he asked Whis~y.
"Yep," Whisbey replied.
Meegan said the Chicago Polk<'
Department has also bee n instrumental in keeping Columbia safe .
"I'm very pleased with the relatio nship we huve with the C PO."
Meegan suid. "They've hc,· n
wonderful ut nssisting us with
investigutions."
Columbia, as well us th<· C'PD.
hus ulso bec:n wurking with the
SCOPE Group. whkh ,·,msists nf
safety directors from variuus ,·olleges in the city und is divid,·d h~
dis trict s. DePuul U n iwrsit~·.
Roosevelt Univcrsily and R<lh<'l"l
Murris Collugc nre thn:c sdhk>ls
thnt s hare the clistrkt w11h
Co lumbia.
C'PI)'s I st Distrll·t Sqt. !{,,,
li1"111.inm1 said tht• SCOPE G1\•up
has l11.•cn helpful 111 11npn "" "'~
\'\\IHilHIUh.·nthHl

bccwc.·cn

lhc.·

pttlke and the 111"1:11 C<>llt•gt•s.
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Organization focuses on stress relief
0 Body and Brain Club seeks to reduce stress levels one student at a time
Bv J. Diamond Weathers by
Staff Writer
Fro m the fi na l exam in tha t
class you have no t even c racked
the textboo k for, to the constant
naggi ng fro m the manager a t
yo ur unpaid internship a bou t
ma king pe rsona l ca lls on the
co mpa ny p hone, to the roommate who wakes you up in the
wee hours of the m orn ing
s ingi ng an unorthodox rend ition
o f M ichae l Jac kson's " B lack or
White" in the s hower, life ca n be
s tressfu l on a mul titude of levels.
Thi s is whe re Columbi a's
new ly esta blished stude nt c ha pter o f the internatio na l Body a nd
Brain C lub comes in.
Launche d a few weeks a go,
the Body a nd Bra in C lub's pri mary foc us is to provide me m bers with the know ledge a nd
tec hniques to manage them se lves physica ll y. e mo tio na ll y
and inte llectua ll y. T he club is
pa rt o f a n inte rnational initiative
by the Wo rld Earth Hu ma n

Allia nce to spur a ware ness o f
he a lth and well ness management
on cam puses worldw ide. So far,
Co lumbi a's sector o f the Body
and Bra in C lub has foc used on
stress m a nagement by br inging
in an instructor to teach e xe rc ises that incorporate Ta i C hi , yoga
a nd ca li sthe nics.
Body and Bra in C lub pres ident
J oa nna Le y nes, who said she
was overly stressed and s leepdepri ved before she used yoga
a nd me d itation as stress managers, wants s tudents to understand the role tha t stress management plays in leading an overa ll
healthy life .
''We're try ing to teach stude nts
reall y simpl e tec hniques ... so
s tude nts ca n become aware of
the ir bod ies, to awake n brain
fun c tio ns," s aid Ley nes, a 22year-o ld digital med ia tec hnology maj or.
Ley nes al so be lieves the body
move me nt
tech niques
a nd
bre athing e xerc ises employed by

KRT

Students in the Body and Brain Club (not pictured) also use Tai
Chi as a way to relax, as ninth graders Arturo Alvarado and Jon
Leidy (above) practice at Wings Academy in Milwaukee.

Safeey

yoga and m editation a re key
compone nts in es tablishing a nd
maintai ni ng sel f- aware ness a nd
inne r pe ace.
" T he poi nt of the Body and
Brain C lub is to start healing the
inner se lf beca use then you c reate more peace with you. yo ur
fa mi ly, soc iety and ult imate ly,
th e earth," Leynes sa id .
M a rk B rti cevic h, we ll ness
coord inato r for Co lum bia and
fa c ulty lia iso n fo r the Body a nd
Brain C lub, agrees tha t in additio n to die t and exerc ise. stress
manageme nt is the key to lead ing a he a lthier, mo re fu lfill ing
li fe, espe c ia ll y for s tudents.
"Stress zaps you fro m your
energy ... whic h causes viruses
and cold s. Yo u ha ve to s le e p
we ll . e at we ll a nd exercise . If
you teac h the m to manage s tress,
a student 's go ing to learn better."
sa id Brticev ic h . who has taught
Pe rsonal Well ness , a c lass in
Co lumb ia's Sc ience and Ma th
Department fo r se ven years .
Brt icevi c h s aid he be lieves
classe s th a t ta ke a hol ist ic
approac h to well ness a nd health
sho uld be requ ired for stude nts
at a n early age.
In
B rtice vich 's
P ersona l
We ll ness class , stude nts learn
abo ut s piri tu al . ph ysical, inte llec tu a l. e mo ti o nal and soc ia l
hea lth. The c lass d iscusses s uc h
to pics ra ng ing fro m the impo rta nce of clear commun icatio n in
ma intaining produc tive re lat ionships, to d iet and nutriti on. inti macy and even sex and sex ua lity.
" Cia.scs
like
Pe"onal
Wellnes s sho uld be manda tory.
Yo u nee d to teach people ear ly in
life to respec t themse lves a nd
love the mse lves." Brt icev ic h
s aid .
Columbia sophomore Trined y
Nguye n. an interior architec ture
major and me mber of the Body and

KRT

The Body and Brain Club helps students relieve stress with
yoga, as Rebeccah Bennett (above) demonstrates at West End
Community Club in St. Louis.
Brai n C lub. thinks the c lub is a
va lua ble resource fo r co llege
stude nts.
"I ' m s ure we can a ll re late to
stress , espec ia ll y co ll ege s tude nts . We juggle school . ho mework. work . fam ily a nd frie nds. I
th ink stress management is an
idea l focus for a college c ommuni ty... Nguyen, 22. sa id .
The tec hn iq ues she has le a rned
in the clu b ha ve a lready he lped
c hange her mindse t and be ha vior
in te r ms o f stress ma nage me nt.
'· I ha ve reall y fe lt the di ffe r-

ence in the wa y I handle Ill )
stress:· Nguye n said . " I feel that
I can organi ze my thou ghts and
my ti me. a nd I acco mplish m or~
by eli minati ng things that don ' t
re a ll y ma tter."

The Body a11d 8 rai11 Club me<'r>
e••ery Mo11day f rom 5 to 6 p.m. 71Ie
club does

! lOt

currently have a per-

mmzem meeting space. For more
informa tion

011

the Body and Brain

Club. go ro wwn:bodynbrain 01g
For club meeting locations. e-uuul

Joa nna Leynes at body. brai11 @
gmai/.com.

ContinuedfromPage6

" We communicate as often as
needed ," G razi a no said. " T he y
have my number if they ne ed to
call me for anything, a nd I have
the ir numbe r if I need to re ach out
to one o f the schools."
G raziano said he regul a rly
a tte nds SCOPE meetings a nd
speaks to M eegan abo ut what's
happe ning on campus.
"T here is a real comm unicatio n
o f ideas a nd concerns from the
sc hools to me," G raziano sa id . " If
we need to address ian issue !, we·
wi ll try to tailor the po lice
respo nse to !tha t issue]."
The comm uni ty partic ipatio n
has led to more arrests, whic h is a
good a nd a bad th ing , accord ing to
Meega n.
"The good news is . we ' ve got
more arrests." Meegan s aid . " But
tha t inc reases your !c rime! stats.
It's kind of a do uble-edge s word ."

C rime on campus
Ac c ording to da ta from the
C hicago Police Departme nt, safety in the I st Distric t is a verage
whe n compared to other distric ts
in C hicago. Altho ugh c rime as a
who le is do wn, inc idents where
stude nts fee l threate ned, s uc h as
M artin's H UB e xpe rie nce, sti ll
occ ur on campus.
On April !9, a Columbia stu-

dent reported that she was sexua lly abused in the stairwell of the
Wabash
Campus
B ui ldi ng .
M eegan a lso me ntio ned property
the ft s in the 33 E . Congress
Parkway Building and the campus
boo kstore. Colu mbia's security is
said to have de taine d the thre e
o ffe nders who com mitted the
the fts .
Sec urity
de ta inme nt
allo wed the C PD to make several
arrests, according to M eegan.
O ne conce rn among stude nts o n
ca mpus is keeping non-C o lumbi a
stude nts o ut of campus buildings.
Martin sa id it is probably di ffic ult
fo r guards to c heck the ID o f
e very person who walks in the
bu ilding.
"I Sec urity I ne ver asks fo r ID or
anything," sa id Ve ro nica Pine da, a
freshm a n broadcas ti ng major.
' 'but I feel s afe ."
Meegan ho pes to a ddress these
issues in he r ne wly fo rmed security tas k force. The task force was
bro ught abo ut a fte r s tudents
voiced ca m pus s afe ty concerns to
M eega n at an SGA meeting in
April.
Meegan said the task fo rce is
made up o f stude nts. facu lty and
staff who meet regul arly to disc uss what ca n be done to improve
ca mpus sa fety.
"We' ve got a security tas k force
that's bee n cre ated and that in

itse lf is positive," M eegan said .
"One o f the things we realized is
tha t we need to have a mo re reg ular airing o ut o f conce rns re garding safety and sec urity."
T he re are nearly 20 me m bers o f
the task fo rce thus far, a nd
Meegan said she ho pes more o f
the community wi ll partic ipate.
Mart in ho pes the task force wi ll
spread the word about campus
s a fe ty, a nd urge s tude nts to
become more aware of the ir surround ings . One way M artin sa id
this ca n happe n is by report ing
see urity guards who aren't do ing
the ir j o b.
Mark Lloyd , vice preside nt of
marketing and com municat ions.
said he is co nfi de nt in the fu ture o f
Meegan ·s task l(lrce and :,a id the
college is already in a good place.

Campus Crime:
Total number of crimes as reported to Campus Security
at Chicago's Top Colleges & Universities.

Columbia

34

69

University ol
lllino1s Ch1cago

65

18

University
of Ch1cago

50

4

17

DePaul

14

24

0

Rooseve~

2

0

0

0

" We ha ve a safe ca mpus,"
Lloyd said. " C an it be sa fe r'' Of

course ."
As fo r W his bey. he sa id he
ra re ly e nc o unters inc ide nts o f
cr ime a t Columbia and spe a ks to
Me egan a lmost e ve ry day.
"Our o ffice rs arc truly e ngaged
in the communi ty," Meega n sa id .
"They do not have to and no rmally would not be inc lined to de tain
somebody beyond o ur wa lls, on
c ity s treets. But, the y care about
o ur c ommunity and tha t's what
it's a ll about."

Jessica A~usl The Chronicle
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Witchcraft class in consideration
0 Schools in Salent, Mass. , and Wheaton, Ill., teach cultural aspects of practice
Bv Alan J. Baker
Associate Editor

As a cultural studies major at
Columbia, sophomore Erin Polley
had always been interested in
women's history, so after learning
about an elective class in witchcraft, she decided to sign up.
Witchcraft in Colo nial America,
a one credit, two-day class offered
on a trial basis in March, examined
17th century
witchcraft in
America.
The
course · explo red
religio us beliefs
and gender issues
while attempting
to establish an
understanding for
the culture of the
society.
Cultural Studies
instructor Teresa
P rados- Torre ira
created the class,
which attracted about 20 students,
after seeing an interest in the topic
among students in her previous
classes.
"I know that students are very
interested in witchcraft," PradosTorreira said. "There are always
students who are wanting to write
papers on witchcraft and Salem in
my other classes."
Students first learned the history
of witchcraft in context with colonial America, s uch as the infamous
witch trials in 17th-century Salem,
Mass. Polly said she learned about
the wi tch movement in relation to
the political and economic bac kground during that time in history
in Prados-Torreira's class.

"I d idn't have much history of
colo nial America," Po lley said.
"So it was interesting fo r me to
learn another aspect of women's
history:·
Students also watched excerpts
from The Crucible, a film adapted
from the famous Arthur Miller play
depicting the Salem witch trials of
1692.
The Salem witch-hunts started
after 12-year-old Abigail Williams
and 9-year-old Elizabeth P arris
started demonstrating bizarre behavior,
including screaming
and seizures, in
January
1692.
Within months, more
women and men
were being accused
of witchcraft, many
whom
were
of
respected members
of their community.
Physicians believed the girls
were under the spell of Satan and
by the end of February, warrants
were issued for thei r arrests.
Though Williams and Parris were
not executed, more than 20 people
died as a result of the trials.
"At that time women were considered irrational," Polly said. '"The
movie helped get the point across
and to see the d ifferences between
the book and readings."
Prados-Torreira said it's an
important part of women's history.
" It's a good topic [to pursue)
these days," Prados-Torreira said.
Salem State College, in Salem,
Mass., developed classes in witchcraft seven years ago after pro fes-

sors realized most students were
misinformed on that period of history.
"Being in the witchcraft capital
of the world. a lot of students had a
misconception o f what the trials
were really about," said Emerson
Baker, pro fessor of the Magic and
Witchcraft in Early Modern
Europe at Salem State College.
"So we developed the curriculum
because there is significant historical relevance."
There are many ways to look at
witchcraft including race, gender,
political views, community conflict and o f course women's history, Baker said.
"It's a historical device so scholars can look into and teach what
they want from it," Baker said.
The classes offered at Salem
State are three-credit electives for
graduate students. Students are L - - - - - - - - -- - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - interested in enrolli ng and the class ing. but a class meeting over time up if it were offered again.
"Personally I know a lot on
reaches its capacity every semester, provides more interaction for stuwitchcraft. it was taught extensivedents.
Baker said.
"Either way, with the topic of ly in high school," Wallace said .
At Wheaton College, a private
interdenominational
Christian witchcraft it would make for an "But I know a lot of people who
have no clue and I would encourinstitution in Wheaton. Ill., the interesting class," Maas said.
topic of Witchcraft is briefly taught
Polley agrees. and said the class age them to take the class, because
in a few history classes. but profes- offered at Columbia was worth- it really is part of history."
sors generally do not go into depth. whi le and s he was g lad she
Liberal Education Department
Chairwoman Lisa Brock agrees
said David Maas. professor of his- enrolled.
tory at Wheaton.
" It was a great crash course in and hopes to bring the class back in
"From an actual class stand- witchcraft." Polley said. " I feel like the spring.
point, it would be a very interesting it s ho uld have been a longer
"We may o ffer it again next
and legitimate topic for students," course, like a three credit, semester spring, we may not," Brock said. ··1
Maas said . "It's a phenomenon that class considering all the material to hope we can, we' ll have to wait
and see."
historians and students are greatly cover."
"I want to make clear that I don't
Freshman film major Katherine
interested in and should be
Wallace. from Salem, Mass .• said believe in witches:· Pradosexplored."
Maas said the concept of a two- she likes the idea of a witchcraft Torreira said. '"That's the first th ing
day, 15-hour class is very interest- class at Columbia and would sign I told my students o n the first day."
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Freshman Vocal Performance
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Wednesday May 11
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ThursdayMiy 12
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News from colleges Human creativity
across the country
Who said the DD can't
drink alcohol?

s itting on a railroad bridge near
campus.
Haley was canoeing with a
Two employees of the student friend on the Connecticut River
group that provides a designat- when the two men came across a
ed-driver shuttle service to metal ladder rising from the
intoxicated
University
of water. TI1ey decided to climb
Oregon students were ca ught about 80 fee t to the bridge,
drinking alcoho l in the organi- where they saw a nest sitting on
zation's office during working the edge of an old iron control
booth.
hours.
Inside were four small eggs, ·
Department of Public Safety
officers responded to an open- dappled brown, and Haley, a
container call at the Designated longtime climber and outdoorsDriver Shuttle office early April man, decided to take one. To
30. after students wi tnessed peo- cat. " Probabl y scrambled," he
said.
ple in the office drinking beer.
But a state conservation offiDPS did not issue citations
but reljnquished the matter to cer happened to be in the area
Student Judicial Affairs. DPS and witnessed the grab. Haley
lnteri., Director Tom Hi cks and his fri end were arrested and
said. r He would not comment charged by Midd letown prosecutors with third-degree tresabout details of the incide nt.
90S shuttles run every night passing. a misdemeanor, for
AP
from 10 p.m. until 3 a.m. The walking o n the bridge.
Ernest Lopez and Jennifer Attkinsson participate in a "Living Art" project on April 30, durThe egg was from a peregrine
organization received about
ing the Savannah College of Art and Design's annual Sidewalk Art Festival, in Savannah,
$92,600 in student money this falcon, an endangered species in
Ga. Artists created chalk drawings for awards during the festival on concrete sidewalks in
year, according to an article in Connecticut, state officials said.
Forsyth Park. Soon after the competition the artwork was either washed away by rain or
Haley said he thought the egg
the Jan. 26 edition of the Oregon
city clean up crews.
was from a pigeon or seagull.
Daily Emerald.
"People who don 't know me
The shuttle allows intoxicated
er originally was designed to of three themes discussed
national conference.
students and their friends a safe think I'm crazy," Booth said.
They created the device as help people w ith limited upper throughout the week.
alternative to driving drunk,
The "Road Scholar Trip," as
endangering themselves and Tbey're not lazy, just part of a yearlong collaborative mobility.
He added that the page-turner Heers refers to the course, will
business and engineering course
creative
others.
taught by biomedical engineer- could be marketed to people for take place Aug. 8 through 13.
Assault Prevention Shuttle
A six-person team of engi- ing professor Ying Sun, busi- general use, such as turning the The class fee is at least S 150 to
driver David Goward said the
professor
Robert pages of a music or recipe book. cover the price of housing, food
DDS members may have been neering and business students at ness
Malaghan said the team's and admission to the sites and
drinking for an hour to an hour the University of Rhode Island Comerford and mechanical
and a half because they had not invented an automated page- engineering professor Musa page-turner is distinct from oth- programs.
ers because it is smaller and less
turner.
Jouaneh.
been answering their pho nes.
Students involved in the expensive. Other page-turners Scbool wins for being
Senior Terence Malaghan and
But scrambled eggs recent URI graduate Adam course originally received a on the market typically range in trasby
Tillinghast presented the page- $60,000 grant from NCIIA to the $2,000 to $3,000 range. The
sounded so good
Miami University claimed the
tu rner at th e ninth annual pay for trave l and technical team is hoping to sell the pageturner for about $200 to $250. first-place trophy in the I 0Booth Hal ey, a student from " March Madness for the Mind" costs.
The team thought of the page- The production cost of the page- week competition that ranks
Mercer Island, Wash., was about event, as pan of the National
Inventors
and turner after speaking to several turner is about S I 00. It is made which university's students
four weeks from graduation at Collegiate
recycle the most material, which
Wesleyan
Umve rsity
in Innovators Alliance conference doctors, therapists and patients of Lexan, a plastic glass.
began on Jan. 30. RecycleMania
Middletown , Conn., when he last March in San Diego. The at Kent County Memorial
was created to encourage a fun
A trip for tbe books
was arrested April 7 for taking a device was o ne of 14 student Hospital.
and friendly competition that
Malaghan said the page-tumspecial kmd of egg from a nest In ventions presented at the
With the growing demand for would promote waste reduction
more Utah State University through recycling. A total of 49
courses to be offered during the colleges around the nation parsummer, the Provost's Office ticipated this year, up from 17 in
has created an intensive six-day, 2004.
Two- time
RecycleMania
post-summer session Breadth
Humanities course unlike any champions, Bowling Green
other humanities course ever State University in Ohio placed
third with an average of 55.77
o ffered at USU .
Students who take this six- pounds per person.
BGSU recycled three addiday course will embark o n a
road trip to southern Uta h, tional pounds per person this
where they will visit petro- year compan:d to the 2003
glyphs
in
Parowan.
the Recyc leMun ia
competition
S hnkespcnrenn Festival in cdnr when it took first place. But that
C ity ond a Japancsc· Amcricun increase was no t enough to
internme nt cn mp ncur Delta. maintain tirst-place status in this
ourst instmctor Mury Heers year 's Ro:cycleMania contest.
First-plQce Miami Unh•ersit ,
said th i~ is her ideo of the best
poss ible cducntionnl experience. Ohio. recycled I0 100re p(l\11\tls
For students to receive thn:e thftn the avenal!e 8
student
credits for this southwc$torn lor n MQI of 66. 19 p<Jimds.
Newcomer Univel'$ily of
Utnh trip, they nccll to attend
dnss discussions nnd seminars On:~on cDme in so:cund with
for 115 minutes n dny nnd keep n 6S, I 0 fJQIIIItiS per penon, llllll
juurnnl. They wi ll bo n:quin:d Ill Ohiu UniYt~nity flnls'*l in lit\h
rco<l n hnn\11\tl of books. all ())' pla.:e with ~0.80 poond ~r
which an: intended ttl Ml'kh ~r~ot\,
their oxpcrionec, Hcers snill.
Th-.~ trophy is t tllrl!e-1\lot-tall
O ne of the nmldlltory book~. lijiUI'\I with I bllwlilll bill fuf •
" When th~ limperor wn h-.~atl. • n1sty p~Mtanlt fuf a
Dhline," Is 1 nove l about • body and wtlfi"' a \l\11\it\'\1\:tioo
Japanese· Anlerlean 1\uully that hat that ~tt\U "Reeyeli"',"
Unrversity of WiSC()nstn-Madi!IOn student Meline Chl!n and her olaumltll 1n1wt r 1 mul·
M hm1l Unh 111 allll hlo
was IOI'I:etl 10 live In • Utili
tlpl& ChoiCe question using 9 rernote control In Jeff Henrl(lues oll!li!l on May 4 Tht dtvlot
lnternmctnt QlniP tluth'\1 World Unf~rilty 11\!tU\ Rte~ltM'allia
ts u&ed 1n !lf!l99 Including biology, physics. engineering and phiW'ntoology cll ..roome ,
In 200 I. I:OI"Iltlh\8 Ail 111t t1 II
War II.
IJrnc'>ng others, to !tncourage student interaction Once il !l!udent answerl!l, the rllipOflll Ia
d~ayed on 11 ooilrd at the front of the room
111c lludcnts will wrlta i nnal uthtr,
!bur- to nve·PAIIl! l'tllltf 1m one
- ~Hy~fttlby All4H J hAw
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Illinois colleges not making the grade
0 Seven-year-old law requires schools to make a good-faith effort at providing voter registration to students, but 97 percent are failing
Bv Alan J. Baker
Associate Editor

Even with a dramatic
increase in the number of students who registe red a nd
turned out to vote in the 2004
electio n, one organization said
th e numbers were not high
enough. Now they are trying to
ho ld colleges and uni versities
responsible.
Midwest
De mocracy,
a
grassroots organization aimed
at improving the political system in Illinois, recently iss ued
a report claiming that 97 percent of the colleges and universities in the state fail to provide
students with voter reg istration
information through their websites. The group is now lobbying for a House bill in
Springfield
requiring
a ll
schoo ls in Illinois to post a
PDF voter registratio n form on
the web.

Registration information must be available
According to the National
Higher Education Act of 1998,
colleges and universities are
required by federal law to make
a good faith effort to register
their students to vote, said
Debra Kosek, policy analyst
for Midwest Democracy.
··1 was shocked,'' Kosek sa id .
"It was surprising to me how
bad schools were doing with
the good faith effort."
Midwest Democracy ana lyzed the websites of the 162

pri vate and public colleges and
universi ties in Illino is to see
which have made an effort to
register their student bodies.
The sc hools were then categorized with a report card-type
grading system to determine
which were providing the
information to students.

community colleges failed moserably."
To help resto re the schools'
neglected good faith effo rts.
Midwest Democracy crafted
the amendment to Ho use Bill
7 15, which is currently waiting
for Senate review at the end of
May.

Students have the power

Only five schools in the state
received an A, meaning they
had a downloadable, printerfriendly form for students to
fill o ut and mail to the Illinois
Board of Elections for processing.
If sites had a direct link to the
Board of Elections, they
received a B, while a grade of
C went to schools that used
links to second-party s ites,
such as Rock the Vote, which
enco urage students to register.
Schoo ls th at o nly mentioned
information about registering
o n campu s scored a D. and
schools with no inform ation
were given a failing grade.
" I thought ... federally funded schools wou ld have provided more informatio n, but they
didn't," Kosek said. " The private schoo ls fared alrig~ t. but

Illinois state Rep . Linda
Chapa LaVia is helping to
move the bill though the Senate
with Sen. Jeff Schoenberg, and
sai d it was designed with students in mind .
" I have always stated that 18to 24-year-olds could rock the
world if they wanted to."
Chapa La Via said . "So I am
trying to make it more convenie nt for them to register to
vote."
According to section I A-30
of the proposed amendment,
each public institution of higher learning in Illinois must
make a downloadable, printable voter registration form
available o n its website.
If the institution does not
want to provide the document
o n its website, schoo ls can mail
registration material and info rmation to students living at an
Illinois address, Chapa LaVia
added.

they can still register to vote
here as lo ng as they res ide in
the state for at least 30 days
prio r to an election, according
to Pat Freeman. director of
e lection information at Illinois
State Board of Elections.
"As always, any student can
come to our site and do wnload
the form to mail in," Freeman
said . "There is also a federal
form students can fill out if
they do n't want to declare
them selves as residents of

Il li nois."
Accord ing to Kosek. the bill
passed through the Ho use into
the Senate a month and a half
ago.
" It should be in the Senate by
[May] 20," Kosek said. "and
then we're hoping it makes it to
the governor's desk."
"[Stude nts are] the most
powerful bloc k we have."
C hapa LaVia said. " So it's
important we get them plugged
in however we can."

Schools were graded on their effort to
provide students with accessible voter
registration material.
Here's how a few Chicago area schools faired.

Out-of-state students
can still register
As for out-of-state students
who attend schools in Ill inois.

Jessica Altus/The Chromcle
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Students work lands at Smithsonian
0 University of Kentucky's BIG BLUE gliders reach new heights, museum places them in exhibit after breakthrough
down out of s ight of the students.
But the wings, which are being
d isplayed in New York, were perKentucky's BIG BLUE project
fect.
No one has ever fl own an air- began in 2002 with a $100,000
This year 's flight of was BIG
plane on Mar;, but engineering grant from NASA.
BLUE III Apri l 30, and was cons!Udents at the Uni vers ity of
"Airplanes are a stro ng candi sidered a success.
Kemucky are helping NAS A fig- date to explore Mars. just as they
BIG BLUE II
This time. Smith said. the
ure out how it could be done.
ha ve been done so effectively on
wings were inflatable but wo n't
And they're doing it through a Earth for more than 100 years
For the May 2004 high-altitude be treated with the epoxy that
project called BIG BL UE.
now." said Andy Gonzales. head
flight of BIG BLUE II, or would make them rigid. They are
That's sho rt for Baseline of the Mars airplane project at the
Deimos, the st'!dents redesigned made of material left over fro m
Inflatable Gl ide r B a ll oon - NASA Ames Research Center in
the air bags used by the Mars
Laun c hed
Un manned California who has worked with
Rovers.
Experiment.
the UK students.
They were manufactured at
It's a small. student-designed
The next time planet alignment
ILC Dover, the Delaware compaglider that a high-altitude balloon will be right for sending a plane to
ny that, amo ng other things.
carries to the edge o f space at Mars will be in 20 1I.
makes astronaut' suits.
I00.000 feet. where the thin air
Several gro ups around the
"The students present the
and high levels of radiation are world are working on Mars flyers.
designs to the engineers and they
similar to the atmosphere o f Mars. but all face the same problem:
pretty much critique it," Smith
The plane is so high-tech that How do you design a plane small
said.
the one students flew last year. enough to be packed into a spaceThe students have worked
Dcimos-named after one of the ship for the long trip to Mars but
close)y with engineers at ILC
two moons o f Mars-will be pan with a wingspan wide enough to
Dover and at NASA.
o f an exhibit that opened Friday at fly once it gets there?
Students design and build the
the Smithsonian Institution's
Some have tried wings that
fuse lage, inflation and automatic
Cooper-Hewitt National Design mechanically unfold after being
pilot systems and use a prototype
Museum in New York.
deployed.
The exhibit, which runs
Mars flyer on loan from NASA to
through Oct. 30. is called Extreme A major breakthrough
study techniques for mo unting
wings.
Textiles: Designing fo r High
Performance.
The Kentucky students came Bobby Jones and Suzanne Smith disassemble the BIG BLUE . BIG BLUE is a senior design
Besides Dei mos. it w ill include up with what NASA has called glider for shipping to the Smithsonian Institution at the project at the Kentucky College
of Engineerii\'g. 4 bout 200
things such as woven and knitted "an elegant solution": Their plane University of Kentucky in Lexington, Ky.
mechanical. electrical "ilnd comvascular grafts used to replace had wings made of a fiberglass
There was a small problem: A the inflation system and devel- puter engi~ng students have
human arteries in bypass surgery. fabric soaked in a special epoxy.
spacesuits o n Joan from the
When the plane reaches a cer- til!)' leak in one side made the oped a stronger second-genera- worked o n it over three years.
tion set of wings.
Smithsonian's National Air and tain altitude, the wings open and wings asymmeuical.
Smith said.
Space Museum and a prototype of are il]flated with compressed air.
The project continued, with' two
The plan was to have the stuShe doesn't have a c urrent
the Mars Landers air bag.
The epoxy is exposed to sunlight, more annual grants of $80,000 dents take control from the count. but said that. at one time.
Matilda McQuaid. the exhibit which hardens it and makes the each.
onboerd computer and guide the about I0 percent of them had
curator, said Dei mos wi II be sus- wings rigid.
In March 2004, the students plane in once it was close to the gone on to graduate school in
pended from the museum's ceilaeronautics. to jobs in the industry
The flight of the plane known took an early version of BIG grou"*'
The balloon burst at 63.000 or to internship at NASA. A sport
ing. so that it appears to be in as BIG BLUE I was in May 2003. BLUE II to Kitty Hawk. N.C., to
flight
As the balloon ascended into the fly it over the same area where feet, hOwever, so the plane came that s hould be illustrated
By Andy Mead
KAT

Help from NASA

sky over Colorado, a computer o n
the plane opened the wings at
55,000 feet. The wings hardened
as the balloon continued to 89,000
feet. The plane cut loose and spent
two-and-a-half hours gliding to
the ground under a parachute.
" It was really the first time that
anyo ne had do ne thi s," said
Suzanne Smith. a mechanical
engineering professor at UK and
project manager.

Orville and Wilbur Wright made
their first flight.
"We had some really nice
videos from the o nboard camera
of us standing on the dunes waving as it flew by," Smith said.

·-·
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Congratulations
Volunteer of the Year 2004
with eincere appreciation to

Constance Gerace
For your loyalty, diligence and
outetsndlng volunteer
commltm~nt

to th~

Chicago D~psrtm~nt of Cultural Affaire
Constance Gtract II a a~unct faculty "*1''btf In the ~
Communlcatlona Department at Columbia
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Show and
---------.he II
BY JAMIE.MURNANE/A&E EDITOR
and standing awkwardly on
,_... chairs. Of course, the VIP sections upstairs had only four or
five people in a roped off area
big enough for 20. Apparently,
being VIP means never having
to come into physical contact
with strangers at a concert.
Though the insane amount of
people packed into the 1,100person capacity Metro was a
Last week I was so excited to
bad idea, I was able to catch a
get on the guest list for
few glimpses of Manson-who
Garbage's sold out show at
looked and sounded better than
Metro. I was then informed I'd
ever (in fact, next to the guys in
be able to go to a meet-andher band, she looked much
greet with the band. A fan since
younger too).
the band released hits such as
After such a miserable experi"Stupid Girl" and "I'm Only
ence, I had a few ideas for what
Happy When it Rains," I couldn't
I'd do differently if I owned a
wait tor a chance to get up close
music venue. It'd be the ultimate
and personal with the bandmusic experience.
well, at least Shirley Manson,
First, I'd never oversell. I
the eclectic red-haired Scottish
frontwoman (the rest of the band thought that was illegal (not to
mention unsafe.) Second, I'd
are a bunch of 40-something
have stadium seating. Don't
super producers).
worry, there'd be a floor area for
When I got to the show, I had
those who feel the need to stand
already missed the meet-andaround all night getting stepped
greet, thanks to the horrible
on or bumped into by strangers.
parking in Wrigleyv1lle. After
I used to think that was fun, but I
parking four blocks from the
can admit that I'm getting too old
venue, I got in and realized that
tor that. I just want to sit, in a
the band had already been playcomfortable seat. with no tall
ing for nearly 45 minutes. As it
people in front of me. And cup
tums out, the show time I read
holders-there must be cup
was wrong-but that was the
holders.
least of my worries. I had been
The sound booth in my venue
to sold-out shows at Metro
would be suspended from the
before, but this one was way
ceiling, so as not to block such a
over sold.
huge area. If this were the case
Because there were so many
at Metro, I could have actually
people in the venue, not everyseen every member of Garbage
one could fit onto the floor. Fans
last week- at the same time.
were spilling out onto the stairs,
What a novel idea. (But not to
shoved tightly next to the bars

knock Metro: It's a great
venue-when it's not extremely
crowded.)
The seats with the cup holders
that I mentioned would also
have buttons similar to those
found on airplanes to call tor
assistance. DING. Please bring
me another drink. DING. I need
earplugs. DING. Peanuts. (OK,
no one eats peanuts at shows,
but you get the idea.)
People on guest lists, like
press, should get special seating
privileges. And by special, I
mean at least be able to sit
where they can see. I don't
expect to sit in the front row for
every show; I'd be happy with
being a little off to the right. 1
mean, really, bands (or their
publicists) shouldn't expect to
get good reviews if the person
reviewing the show is shoved in
the back behind a bald 40-yearold guy wearing the 1995 tour
shirt screaming, "I'm only happy
when it rains I I'm only happy
when it's complicated" at the top
of his lungs.
I doubt I'd ever have the
money it takes to have a venue
like this, but it'd be great if at
least one of these ideas could
be taken into consideration.
I'd even be OK if the venues
would just start using more than
one exit after the shows. We all
know they have them. Why not •
use them all the time instead of
just for emergencies, and let
everyone go home to wash the
beer out of their clothes?

r- - - -------- - -----~----- - ------ - - - --------- --- --- - -- - ---

ODDSO)r-7 :
ENDS~

If the. Lollapalooza line-up keeps
grow1ng, they'll end up spreading
into Lincoln Park 'cause Grant
Park just won't be big enough.
Just added are India rockers And
You Will Know Us By The Trail of
De~cJ. Drive-By Truckers, Mark
Fanna, The (International) Noise
Conspiracy, Ben Kweller, and
local hotshots The Ponys. Ticket
p(IC(JS arfJ alfJO r1111ng, and have
goM from $85 to $100 for a two·
day piJS !J.

Forget Brad and A ngelina:
These two are made tor each
other. The New York Post
reports that cock rocker Tommy
Lee and actress/flasher Tara
Reid
have
found
love.
Allegedly, the pair hooked up in
Las Vegas and Reid traveled
with Lee to his show on the
Motley Crue tour in Loveland,
Colo. Surprisingly, they were
also spotted consuming alcohol.

----------------.

Thrill Jockey Records' latest addl· 1
tlon, The Zincs, release their sec- I
ond album Dlmm9r on Saturday,
May 14 at the Abbey Pub, 3420 W.
Grace St. The Zincs' front man Jim
Elkington Is a British transplant,
relocating to Chicago and recording
Dlmm9r with local musicians. The
album has been receiving enthusl·
astic critical reviews. The Zincs will
play with Monade, the side project
of Stereolab songstress Laetitla
Sadlor. The show starts at 10 p.m.

----------------- ------------------------------------Jamie Murnane · )rnurnono0Jc hronlc lomoll.c om - 312.344.8565
Tr1th Bendix lbondlxl'lllchronlc lomoll.c om . 312.3.4<4.752 1
Todd Burba · tburbo@chronlc lomoll.com . 312.3.4<4.7086
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A major deal for 'Death'
lndie rock posterboys Death Cab For Cutie release one last hurrah before moving to Atlantic
By Trlsh Bendix/Assistant A&E Editor
Death Cab For Cutie's The There's even a cover of Lou
John Byrd E.P. is their first live Barlow's "Brand New Love" and
release on Barsuk Records. It is a shout-out to Banry Manilow,
also their last. The melodic who, vocalist Ben Gibbard tells
indie-pop-rock quartet has one crowd on the E.P., advised
dropped their longtime Seattle- them to change their band
based
label for Atlantic name.
Records, and are now on a rosThe song selection is a reflecter sandwiched between Fat tion of the tour itself, which was
Joe, Jewel and Simple Plan.
in support of their most popular
The E.P. is a seven-track album to date. Transatlaticism's
recording of songs from the break into the mainstream was
band's 2004 North American spawned by the teen-playedtour, recorded by producer by-twentysomethings
Fox
John Byrd. The recording took drama "The O.C." After the indie
place at The Wiltem in Los
Angeles, The Showbox in
Seattle, and The Fillmore in
San Francisco, though they all
sound like they were recorded
in synchronicity.
Byrd's recording is clear and
captures the live sound of a
Death Cab For Cutie show in a
way that outshines actually
being at the concert, especially
since last time the band came
to town, they played at the
acoustically-defunct Riviera
Theatre.
The album plays like a new
fan's best of album, featuring
favorites from 2001's The Photo
Album ('We Laugh Indoors,"
"Why You'd Want to Live Here,"
"Blacking out the Friction") and
2003's
big-pusher
Transatlanticism ("Lightness,"
"We Looked Like Giants").

cred character Seth Cohen
spoke the band's name in the
first season, Death Cab For
Cutie had a gaggle of new fans
before they had ever even
heard an album.
This is what, undeniably, led
Atlantic Records (and certainly
other major labels) to profess
their love for and advance
money to Death Cab's Gibbard,
Chris Walla, Nick Harmer and
Jason McGerr. This from the
band that once seemed to care
about their small label, their
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own way of writing and recording, and lack of interest in the
monetary advantages of being
rock stars.
In a recent interview with
Rolling
Stone
magazine,
Gibbard (who has had mainstream success with his electropop side project The Postal
Service) was uncharacteristically defensive and snide
regarding the label switch.
"I guess we're recovering
from indie-rockitis," Gibbard
said. "You know, Atlantic works
with Fat Joe, and his Crista!
budget is, like, $300,000. Then
we walk in like, 'Oh, wow, they
gave us a bottle of vodka!'"
After being namedropped on
"The O.C:"' Death Cab For
Cutie were asked if they would
consider appearing on the
show, as many other notable
bands have came on "9021 O"'s
Peach Pit and playing at "The
O.C."'s The Bait Shop. The
band always said they would
decline, believing their success
on college radio's Top 40 was
for some other reason.
But, inevitably, the hardcore
fans' worst nightmare came
true, and Death Cab For Cutie
played at "The O.C."'s The Bait
Shop on April 21 .
"Radio, for the most part, is
not so helpful to bands,"
Gibbard told Rolling Stone.

"And, frankly, I don't see much
difference between performing
on Letterman and on 'The
OC'- you're just playing your
songs. I'm sure it's not cool to
some people who've liked us in
the past, but I could really give
a f--k."
The John Byrd E.P. serves as
a goodbye to the faithful fans
that Death Cab For Cutie held
onto throughout four intense
albums of lyrical and guitar/keyboard interplay that made them
so successful in the indie circle
But the lack of songs from their
first two albums was also a sad
reminder that this isn't the same
band anymore. and like many
other bands who make the
jump to major labels after promising to stay true, Death Cab
For Cutie may very well alienate those who have been there
from the beginning.
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There's a

Storm
on the horizon
By Todd B urbo/A&E Editor
his May, rock 'n' roll will be on display in
Chicago. At least, some of its most wellknown imagery will be.
Artist Storm Thorgerson, the man
behind some of rock's greatest album
covers. is displaying a large body of his work, including classic pieces such as Pink Floyd's Dark Side of
the Moon, Wish You Were Here, and Animals; and
Led Zeppelin's In Through the Out Door, through
May 12 at Inspire Fine Art in Chicago, 435 E. Illinois
St.
The exhibit marks the premiere of "Taken by Storm:
The Art of Storm Thorgerson," a tour that will bring his
work to America for the very first time.
'We made the decision to have the first exhibit here
in Chicago," said Nina Naran, one of the tour's organizers. "My partner Robin Headlee came to visit, and
just loved the space. From here, we're going to L.A .
in the end of July."
The art of Thorgerson is distinct enough for the
casual viewer to notice similarities between his
pieces. Pink Floyd's The Division Bell, Audioslave's
self-titled debut, and the Cranberries' Bury the
Hatchet are typical Thorgerson. Each features an
elaborate sculpture as the centerpiece photographed
against a sparse landscape.
The extraordinary thing about Thorgerson's work is
hos tendency to use live sets for his photography
where others would somply rely on Adobe Photoshop
to create such effects. The sculpture on The Division
Bell, as well as the one on Audios/ave, was actually
created to scale, and then moved to a chosen location to be shot
"There's usually a lot of pain involved," said Dan
Abbott, who works in Thorgerson's studio. "Each
p iece is a record of an event, rather than an entity.
Often after you've been working on it for four months,
you don't want to look at it for another four months."
Other works do feature computer-aided imagery,
but Thorgerson prefers traditional photography when
possible.
"There's not that much computer work," Abbott
said. "It's usually manopulation rather than creation.
The photographs already exist.·
Abbott, who has been workong with Thorgerson for
about fiVe years, started as a conceptual illustrator
before movong onto a larger role
"When we come up with ideas, I draw them all up
to present to cloents I've moved onto designing with
Storm as well," he saod.
It could be saod that Thorgerson made his name by
creating the matonty of Ponk Floyd's album art, a job
he got through hos fnendshop with guotanst David
Golmour. woth whom he went to school
When rt comes to finding new clients, Thorgerson
doesn't need to make much effor1 Whole he could
piCk and choose which musocoans to work with,
Thorgerson osn't select1ve when 1t comes to pockong

T

~~

"Clients usually approach h1m," Naran said.
"Unless you· "~ really p1ssed h1m off, he'll w ork with
1ru As looq as he has creative 1nput, wh1ch is always
o~nt "
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Delou~ed. Thnrgerc;on 'Jnd r;nmp<Jny r.roated not
' .ne. but two poer.es to <;<Jrv<J 'l'l lh" alhurro'q cover.
'W~ SUgqASti)(J two mv<Jrc;. !)er.nii'IIJ they'ro an
•mpred1ctable kond of banrJ," 1\bhott '~"'rJ "1\lso thoro
<Jr~ two rna1n guys on tho h ;mrl. nml wo w;mtorJ to roprqS6fll that The Mars Vr>lf~J ''~ n rmolly (ji'Jnt bAnd to
Nf>fk With"
On~t g!anCAJ amund th'l ethobot . ;mil Thoryer son's
•mpacf on mu!IIC81 h o'ltory hiJt;Omes lmmedlatoly
RPP!Jf'!lllf Dm:ffn!l (JI 11rhqtc; ''' ''" the past 40 years
" '" r'Jpre!lenl~td . on1.l11•hny l•qtqr O<~brlnl . IJI!.Ick
<>~. L8d Z'Jpp<~ll" Hlr,(, /\JAn P"r!lon9. Muse.
rh8 C!Jiherlnfl Wh891. W'IIJn "nrJ Phish
"1'81<1/rr £Jy Slorm· Is nfl rllspiRy lhrouqh J une 4 81
lt~t~ ln!lplr(l Fine Arl qnll,.ry. wlllr.fl I~ IO<,FJied lrt 11'8
RIV9r Ell!ll Arl Cent<Jr. 4 'Jij F Ill/not~ .91 For mONJ
lftfOfmiJflon, vl!lH www lel<8nby.91orrn oom
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UNLEASH Your Trivia Skills!

TRIVIA QUESTION:
In "Unleashed," Jet u srars as oannr, a m• raiSed to be a Violent killng machine but who tries to redeem himsen •d leave
his evil WIYS bellind. Essentialll, Danny goes lrom being a bad guy to i good guy. As an actor, Jet u has played both bad gurs
•d good guys. What il one moVie in which Jet U has played a good guy •d one moVie in which he has plaved a bad guy?

Witte down your answer •d bltng ntoday to the Chronicle omce, 623 s. wabash, Suite 205, to Pick up a complmenrarv pass
to an IHIVHce screeting of MUnleashed" on Wednesday, May 11th at 7:30 pm at the AMC River East 21.
Hules: No purchase necessar~ lld<els are llrsl oome, first serveftnd owllftble whle supplies last IJrnll ooe lld<el per person. E~lo).<les of al promoflooal partners and I heir agendes are nol ell ~le.
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the wheels are in motion for one bad-ass

BY JAMIE MURNANE I A&E EDITOR
he Fleetwood Roller
Rink on the South
Side of Chicago is not
unlike the roller rinks
of our elementary
school days. There's the retro
red, yellow and o range benches in the snack area, the
glow-in-the-dark carpeting
near the lockers, and of
course, the disco ball.
Irs almost 6:30 p.m. on a
Wednesday. The rink is not
yet open, but one young girl
has somehow gotten in, and
is skating alone in circles,
bouncing a big red ball.
Less than an hour later, the
OJ blasts AC/DC's "T.N.r
and the young girl has friends :
a pack of women dressed in
black. with dyed hair, tattoos,
matching skates and kick-ass
attitudes: They're the Wreckin'
Rollers. Chicago's South Side
roller derby league.
Officially launched in
February-when the first,
most talked about local derby
league, the Windy City
Rollers. turned away
recruits--the Wreckin' Rollers
maintain that they're not the
first all-girl flat-track roller derby
team 1n Chicago, but they're
"the baddest:
Roller derby, which originated
in Chicago in 1935, began as a
spin-off of the six-day bicycle
races popular during the Great
Depression. The goal of the
game. then, was for a team of
male/female couples to complete 57,000 laps (which would
equal the distance lrom New
YOfl< City to Los Angeles) nonstop around an oval rink.
Today, the all-girl aport is
much different, with two teams
that each try to maneuver a
skater into position to teore
points by lapping thelr opponenta. Of cour... the "accid41n-

PHOTOS BY ERIC DAVIS

T

tar putNng and thovlng It at
much a part ot IN aport as

fighting In • ~ gam..
The Wr.ck1n' ~rt' Crt·
ator, Michelle, who g<>et by her
c»ft)y moniker e.tty Rum~.
teb about how the lea~
formfld wl1lle the Ulket tk8te
breab. From &:30 p.m. to 9
p.m .• ff'le Wreck In' Rollers
preotlte their bblc ileaflnO at
Fte.twood While II'• optn to
, . pUblic. After 9 p.m. It When
ltJt Nteg!Wa AC/OC-Intplfed
I'J'iOitOI "dflby dfedt donf dfrt
I rt It put Into
Aurntlle MY• the tterted tn.

.,e(jf

Clockwise from above: a portion of the Wreck1n· Rollers a t Fleetwood Roller Rink: Jenny Cyde a nd Ra cie Deecie: creator
Betty Rumble and Boo tsle Bouvier.

"It's girly,
yet kind of

violentright up

my alley."

league not only because it sounded
fun , but as a direct result of the already
established Windy City Rollers not
accepting any more members.
"I heard about the Windy City Rollers
and I thought. 'Oh my god. That's totally something I could do,'" Rumble says.
"It's girly. yet kind of violent- right up
my alley. So since Windy City wasn't
taking any more recruits. I was just like,
'Let's do it. Let's start our own.··
Rumble began to spread the derby
word, and now the league has 40
members ranging in age from 19 to 40
years old. The Wreckin' Rollers had
their introduction to society (what
Rumble calls the "coming out party") at
the pseudo-biker bar Exit on Feb. 25.
And , unlike the Windy City Rollers. the
Wreckln' Rollers do not have a waiting
list and are still accepting members.
As more Rollers begin to filter ln.
Rumble. along with the youngest member, 19-year-old Rlmma, aka Susie
Switchblade. skate In rnpld circles
around tho rink, worming up. Rumble,
who's not yet wearing pads or her silver
helmet. Iaiii! and comes back to tho
glow·ln·the·dark carpotlng.
"Shit. I fell hRrd." ehe 1111y1, rubbing
htr lllrtady· brulalld knoe. "Th11t'1 the
eecond time In the laat couple weeka.
Laat time waa really hard. lt'a lunmaktl you tougher." he 111ugt\1 11nd

00411 blck to tnt rink un11u:td.
o l11r, the only !'HI Injury the
Wrtekln' ROIIII'I havt IIUiftrtd Will
when tht ankle ol 0111 ol thl m Mbtl'l

was run over by another member's
skate. The ankle is broken, but she
can't wait to get back. the girls say.
"A lot of people are really scared<
going out." Rumble says. "But once
get out there, you're like.'This is
somal'" Many ol the girls who were
apprehensive at first. Rumble says.
now ·eat. drink and breathe derby."
One member who has yet to completely overcome her lear ol roller
derby is Lucy-Jane, aka Ruby the
Regulator, the league's manager.
was one ol the first people Rumble
recruited-the others all came by
of-mouth.
"I really do want to be involved,
don't roller skate. so this Is a gMt~
lor me to be a part ollt." Regulator
says. "I'm such a scaredy cat. It's
ridiculous. I've been trying, but I
been on 11 pair ol skates. aside
recently. since I w11s maybe 10.
a big difference ll'om being a •.foot

1O..YHr-old and a s·a• woman.•
Regul tor sayt she's bHn lftciOIInd Ia getting better. but lhe'a ~
nowhere near tnt c.llbef you need t
derby.· So. lhe remains tnt Rollin'
point·of-contact. She nwlliQtt ill
league, Ol'gtln!Ht e'Nita, geta 1M
ahlrtt and datil with the rink. lilt
lng the derby out on the rink II 01'1
horizon lof Reg\llatot, •• 1M
aomt of the glfl Meed n
"AI I n~naQ4tf. I fMI lt'l nte:MI. .
101' me to pel'tlclpl._,. 1M
gonn '-" them to get tM4t

i:

the rink, I probably should be doing the
same."
?f
Sitting down lacing up her skates,
ld another Wreckin' Roller is talking about
how sore she is after the last practice.
"My ass hurt so bad after Sunday," she
!I! says. This is Nicole, aka Maddie
ys Morgue, a fitting name for the league's
y: resident licensed mortician. (Very
:tfr badass, indeed.)
Morgue, who's only been a Roller for
a few weeks, says she was recruited in
a bar by Rumble. "I was totally freaked
out," she says.
But now, Rumble says Morgue is a
highly dedicated member and "that's all
really matters."
then, another obvious roller
r1 walks through the door.
the rest of the crowd (mostly
, children and a few parents) at the rink,
irs easy to spot a Wreckin' Roller. They
can't help but stand out. This new
arrival is Andrea, aka Racie Deecie,
when not kicking-ass on a rink, is
rocking out in the local band, The
Camaro Rouge.
Deecie, who has long red hair in
braids and tattoos, including a skull and
crossbones, says she's derbied across
the country while touring in bands and
most recently with the Windy City
Rollers. She is one of the Wreckin'
Rollers who was turned away from
Windy City when they announced they
were closing recruitment.
"I was like, 'What? That's so wrong,'"
Deecie says, adding that there were

tf

TJtF. lllJI.F.S:
The Sport
The game involves two teams on an oval track. Each team attempts to
maneuver a skater into position to score points by circling the track
and lapping opponents with in a given time limit.

The Game
Comprised of two halves, each half consisting of four alternating
(women, men, women, men) 12-minute periods.

Teams
A team is typically composed of five men and five women. Only five
members of each team can be on the track at one time.

The Start
The game starts when the referee blows the whistle, signaling that the
pack members of both teams are in position on the track.

A Jam
Scoring play lasting 60 seconds:
a) The jam starts when the referee signals that both teams are in the
pack.
b) When each team's pivot man is evenly at the front of the pack.
c) When all jammers are at the rear of the pack.

Scoring
One point is awarded for every member of the opposing team a jammer passes once he or she has lapped the pack.
many girls who felt the same and just
wanted to derby, so they joined the
Wreckin' Rollers.
For Deecie, the appeal in roller derby
is that aside from being an interesting
form of exercise, the re's no oth er
female sport in Chicago.
"There's the Cubs, the Bears and
Bulls, but no other all-girl sports," she
says. "This is a great, serious thing that
shows people, 'Hey, girls are tough.
They can do sports, too."'
Deecie, who, despite her small
frame , looks like someone you wouldn't
want to mess with-<Jn the rink or offsays the Wreckin' Rollers also offer a
sense of community.
"There's typically so much cattiness
among women," she says. "But with
this, there's this incredible amount of
camaraderie. It's cheesy, but it's true."
Rumble agrees. "You kick ass while
you meet kick-ass girls," she says. "The
dynamics of our team are outstanding."
Sarah , who goes by the name
Chainsaw Cha-Cha, says this, aside
from wanting to skate for a long time,
was one of the reasons she joined the
league.
"There's a lot of cool girls on the
team," she says. "It's really a social
thing, as well as an athletic thing."
She adds that she can't wait until the
season starts. A date is still up in the
air.
"We've been doing a lot of fund raising and we're still recruiting," she says.
"We now have 40 girls, but we're

The Finish
A jam concludes when the jammer calls off the jam, the time limit
expires, or the official stops it for an emergency.

always looking for more. The more the
merrier. We don't have a waiting list like
a lot of other leagues do."
Recently, the Wreckin' Rollers have
broken up into four teams. Rumble is
the captain of one team, and the other
captains are Katie Kutthroat, Donna D.
Apocalypse and Big Mamma Hurt.
Actual bouts are still a couple months
away, as the girls are still practicing the
basics. The Fleetwood Rink manager is
also the Rollers' coach. They call her
Kathy Krushher, and, according to
manager Ruby the Regulator, she's a
world record-holding speed skate coach.
"She kicks our asses," Rumble says.
The league also has a wrestling coach
who teaches them to throw fake blows
when they practice their bouts. "These
are my girls," Rumble says. "I love
them. I don't want to hurt them."
Kelly, known as Frenchie Gore May,
who's been in the league for four of the
six months of its existence, says there's
a lot of work that goes into roller derby.
"There's this common misconception
that we just go out there and bout," she
says. "But we work hard. We don't want
to go out there and get hurt or make
idiots out of ourselves."

Before the Wreckin' Rollers begin
their bouts, not only do they have more
practice in store, but fund raising as
well. In fact, they even have a car wash
tentatively planned for the next couple
months. And. on June 25, the league is
hosting a skate party at Fleetwood
that's open to the public.
In the future, many of the Wreckin'
Rollers say they might even bout
against the Windy City Rollers, if
they're interested. After all, there's
nothing like a little cross-town rivalry.
"We'd like to compete with the Windy
City Rollers," Regulator says. "We'd like
to be a part of the overall derby front
here in Chicago. We're not at odds with
each other and I hope that they don't
think so."
She adds that the Windy City Rollers
are larger. and therefore, a little more
organized, and her group is not quite
up to that level. But they will be. And
maybe in a few years the young girl
skating alone in circles will trade in her
big red ball for a red helmet and join
the Wreckin' Rollers.
For more information on the South
Side derby league. visit www. wreckinrol/ers.com.
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Family-friendly child abuse
Billy Bob Thornton stars in remake of 'Bad News Bears'
By Todd Burbo/A&E Editor
Los Angeles is filled with beautiful
people. Not just on screen, but also on
sidewalks, in restaurants and everywhere else you look. Outsiders are easily spotted in Hollywood by their lack of
tans, lack of louis Vuitton and lack of
Mercedes.
With such a homogenous group leading America's entertainment sector, it is
particularly impressive when someone
outside of the mold makes it to the big
league.
Billy Bob Thornton's rise to fame is
one such case. Born and raised in Hot
Springs, Ark., Thornton used his relatively rural upbringing to bring a distinctly southern style to his writing and acting.
"living in Arkansas made it harder to
get my foot in the door, but it helped in
the sense that when you're in a small
place, all that you have is your imagination," he told the Chronicle. "My experience growing up has given me something to write about."
Few actors in Hollywood have managed to make a prestigious career out
of playing anti-heroes, but that's exactly
what Thornton has done.
Alcoholics, fugitives and mental
defects-4le's played them all.
This summer, he continues down that
path as an abusive little league coach,
in a remake of the 1976 comedy, The
Bad News Bears, which starred Walter
Matthau.
Thornton as a baseball coach is sur-

prisingly similar to Thornton as a mall
Santa, which he played in 2003's Bad
Santa. The two are similar characters
Thornton feels everyone can relate to.
'We all grew up with guys like that in
our family, whether it was an uncle or a

Help create a family.
Chicago's first and most highly
respected program is looking for
the following:
EGGDONOIS
$5,000 compensation to healthy women between the ag~ of
2o-29 to be anonymous egg donors. Donors will
take medication and undergo a minor surgical
Serious inquiries only.

GUDmOfW. SURIIOGATES

coach. People always like the lovable
curmudgeon, and when you add a few
beers to it, it's a pretty good mix,"
Thornton said.
Thornton's adult oriented Bad Santa,
a film that was marketed vaguely
enough to be mistaken for a family holiday movie. caught more than a few
families off guard. Although he offers no
apologies for Santa, Thornton promises
that The Bad News Bears will be, as 01'
Dirty Bastard once said, "For the children."
"I've got two boys that are 10 and 11 ,
so it's about time that I made a movie
they can see," Thornton said.
The film promises to stick close to the
original, which should make for an interesting family movie.
"I didn't pull any punches," Thornton
said of his famously dry humor. "I went
down the same path Walter Matthau
did."
Bears isn't Thornton's first sports
movie (he recently played a high school
football coach in 2004's Friday Night
Lights), and the cticMs like "an underdog team winning the big game" do not
chase him away from such projects; he
just focuses on his performance.
"People are always trying to trick

•

audiences, and make the ending different I don't think ifs what happens in the
end as much as how it happens,"
Thornton said. "I like simple stories with
complex people."
Although he is most commonly
known as an actor, Thornton's writing is
actually what moved him from roles in
Chopper Chicks In Zombietown (which
featured him in 1989) to Hollywood's Alist.
In 1996, Thornton wrote Sling Blade,
a heavy, southern-tinged drama that he
also directed and starred in. Critics took
notice and Thornton's career took off.
He soon found abundant and diverse
work. By the end of the '90s. he lent his
voice to the anime epic Princess
Mononoke, played a NASA scientist in
the blockbuster Armageddon, and
gained 50 pounds for his role as a
greasy mechanic in U Tum.
Thornton also recently finished work
on The Ice Harvest, a John Cusack film
shot in Chicago-an experience he
hopes to repeat.
"Chicago is one of my favorite cities.
My time there was like a great vacation: Thornton said. "I hope I get a
chance to do another movie out there
sometime.•
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Hip-hop all grown up
Tree Thirteen generates mature beats
By J.Diamond Weathersby/Staff Writer
Typically hip-hop groups
don't perform with a live band,
background singers and a OJ,
nor is it typical to hear more
than five genres of music, and
to be engaged with lyrics that
explore a wide range of topics-all within a matter of an
hour, all without superfluous
profanity.
These are just some of the
ways in which Chicago-based
hip-hop duo Tree Thirteen are
going beyond conventional
musical and lyrical standards to
reflect a more mature, wellrounded aspect of hip-hop.
In their debut album Rough
Grooves Sutface, the members
of Tree Thirteen-Me and
vocalist Tree Turner and Lonnie
"OJ 007" Bonds- infuse genres such as rock 'n' roll, blues,
jazz, funk, reggae , country and
alternative. The 10-track album
deals with issues ranging from
racism and family disruption, to
drug addiction and relationships.
The duo, who have known
each other since kindergarten,
showcased their talent for more
than 300 patrons at Kinetic
Playground on the city's North
Side at their album release
party April27. During the event,
OJ 007 exhibited his proficiency by skillfully and cleverly mixing classic hip-hop and house
tunes before and after the
group's performance. Tree
demonstrated his ingenuity as
a vocalist and MC by adding a

clever freestyle about audience
members to the end of their
song "Blah Blah: a choppy,
rock-based melody bursting

with extensive vocabulary and
well thought-out diction.
Tree Thirteen feels that their
album presents a more experienced side of hip-hop, one that
moves away from over-the-top
computer-enhanced beats and
misogynistic lyrics, to more
organic, acoustic sounds and
people-oriented lyrics.
'This is what rappers do
when they grow up, when they
realize that there's more to life
than the drum machine," said
Tree, a tall, outspoken young
man with shoulder-length locks
and rich, dark skin.
The duo has also made an

effort to take hip-hop back to its
origin, back when songs told
stories of everyday people, not
just those of rich pimps and diamond-dad divas.
"There was a time when hiphop was more personal. Hiphop was more of something
that the average person could
relate to. A lot of stuff on the
radio now is about negative
stuff. With some songs, it's
almost like you're being insulted when you listen to them,"
said DJ 007, a poised young
man with deep-set brown eyes
and wavy hair that fades into a
long ponytail of medium-sized
locks.
Rachel Westley, director of
African-American
Cultural
Affairs at Columbia, has been
acquainted with Tree Thirteen
for more than 10 years and
continues to be enamored with
the group's artistic diversity.
"The first time I saw them, I
was hooked," she said. "It was
really interesting. They were
this fusion of hip-hop, funk,
alternative and jazz. It was really refreshing and I was very
impressed."
Westley, who attended Tree
Thirteen's album release party,
also said she feels that avid
hip-hop supporters are in dire
need of music that extends
beyond the industry's current
aesthetic.
"I think that people are really
ready to hear and support
authenticity in hip-hop. Hip-hop

Right: Tree Turner-and tree. Above: Lonnie "DJ 007" Bonds,
so good, it hurts his head.
listeners want those in the
music industry to give us more
credit. There's a thirst for better
music right now. We're dying
out here," Westley said.
Produced
by
two-time
Grammy Award-winner Jim
Tullio, Rough Grooves Surface
features such accredited musicians as Grammy Award-winners Los Lonely Boys; Foley,
who played bass for jazz legend Miles Davis; and Matt
Walker, who played drums for
the Smashing Pumpkins.
Tullio, who teaches a class in
Columbia's Audio Arts &
Acoustics Department, said he
thinks Tree Thirteen's sound is
distinctive.
"I think [Rough Grooves
Sutface) created a very cool
hybrid. It created something dif-

ferent. Most hip-hop records
have a similar sound, but Tree
Thirteen's does not." Tullio
said.
In addition to their musical
diversity, Tree Thirteen believe
their sincerity and respect for
the essence of the hip-hop culture distinguishes them from
conventional hip-hop artists.
"In [our) music, there is sincerity, honesty, reality. We're
able to make music that people
are able to relate to. A lot of the
artists that have the lasting
careers are the voices of their
generation. We are trying to be
that voice," OJ 007 said.
For more information on Tree
Thirteen or to purchase Rough
Grooves Surface, go to
www.treethirteen.com.

'Family Guy' returns
Fox Network cartoon is first show to be cut then re-aired
By Nick Rudman/Daily Bruin (UCLA)
"Family Guy" made television
history May 1, by being the first
show to be canceled, then
revived years later by the same
network (in this case, Fox).
"I was told that there was no
way in hell the show would be
back," said Seth MacFarlane,
creator of "Family Guy" and
voice of numerous characters
in

the show. "It had never
hapened before."
Yet, much to the delight of
fans of the Griffins, "Family
Guy" has returned.
As a result of unprecedented
DVD sales, with 3.5 million
units moved-it ranks behind
only "Friends," "Sex and the
City" and "The Simpsons" in TV
shows-and high viewership
for the show's reruns on
Cartoon Network, one of the
top two dysfunctional families in animation history is
back on network televi-

Credit this reversal of fate in is why we're back. These are
large part to dedicated "Family the people who watch the
Guy" fans-you know, the peo- reruns on Cartoon Network.
ple who are as excited as Peter . That's the reason we're back
was to have "Gumbel to on the air," he said.
Gumbel" back on the air. And if
Playing to such a devoted
you understand that reference, audience means higher presyou are one of these people.
sure to produce a funnier prod"If not for the fans, we would- uct, MacFarlane added.
n't be back," said Mila Kunis,
"There's a lot of pressure to
the voice of Meg, the perpetual- do shows that top the ones
ly insecure Griffin daughter. "It's we've done before," he said.
the truth."
"The fans brought this thing
"Family Guy" undoubtedly back. There's a need to top
has a huge, profound presence seasons one to three, and
at University of California at hopefully we've done that."
Los Angeles. To hear the
For second-year physiologiamount of "Family Guy" quotes cal science student Sasha
brought into conversation regu- Petcavich, it is simply a matter
larly at UCLA, one would be of taste.
hard-pressed to say that the
"I could see where people
show ever even went off the air. find humor in [the show)," she
In fact. some fans here first remarked , but added that she
encountered the show after it does not "find it too funny."
was canceled.
Petcavich, though not a fan,
"I had actually never really has still observed the phenomheard of f'Family GuY1 until I enal popularity "Family Guy"
saw the episodes: said third- enjoys on campus.
year student Richard King.
"[The fans] own all the
Devoted fans of college age DVDs," she said. "They watch it
like King, had the greatest influ- in all their spare time."
ence on "Family Guy"'s return,
And now, after years of waitaccol'ding to MacFarlane. He ing, they have fresh "Family
humor
to
enjoy.
called them "hugely supportive" Guy"
and "very important" in gelling MacFarlane said that 35 new
episodes have been completthe show back to TV.
"These are the people who ed, with such story lines as
have bought the DVDs, which Stewie falling in love with his

baby sitter and Peter and Lois
having what MacFarlane calls
"a Hitchcockian second honeymoon adventure."
MacFarlane confessed to
being a bit tired out by the
draining seven-day weeks he
has had to put in for the last
year to produce the new
shows.
"I'll be happiest when everything has died down and the
show lives or dies based on
how good it is and nothing
else," he said.
With fans like King, though,
the outcome may already be
decided.
"Irs exciting," he said. "I had
never watched it while it was on
the air, so irs nice to have
something new every week to
watch and look forward to. I
don't really watch TV, but this is
one show I'll watch."
Simply enough, "Family Guy"
needs college students as
much as college students need
"Family Guy." Irs a symbiotic
relationship that is likely to continue, no matter how long the
show stays on the network this
time around.
"Irs great to have college
kids behind you because
they're supportive," Kunis said.
"and they stick with you."
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Kung fu craziness

Stephen Chow's kung fu parody fuses choreography with furious fighting
By Tiffany Breyne/Staff Writer
Kung Fu Hustle, the latest
action comedy from Hong Kong
superstar
director/actor
Stephen Chow, is an off-thewall parody of a typical kung fu
movie, one that would usually
star Jackie Chan and have
obvious and laughable voice
dubbing.
The trailers for the film are
fairly accurate, featuring animated and high-action choreography. However, the exciting
dance scenes occur only in the
beginning of the film and that
lack of dancing is the movie's
only disappointment, as it easi-

ly appeals to both kung fu
lovers and those looking for a
good laugh.
The sound effects and computer graphics in Kung Fu
Hustle are ludicrous enough to
allow the movie to pass for a
Looney Tunes cartoon, such as
the boxing match bells that go
off every time Sing knocks a
guy out and the way the characters' legs go into full speed
while chasing each other, much
like the Roadrunner or Speedy
Gonzalez.
Set in China in the 1940s,
Kung Fu Hustle follows Chow's

character, Sing, a thief who
longs to be a member of the
Axe Gang. Sing attempts to
attract the gang's attention to
the poor neighborhood of Pig
Sty Alley, where martial arts
masters strut their skills and
trouble ensues.
And while it may be overshadowed by kung fu silliness, the story of Kung Fu
Hustle stems from the unrequited love that Sing has for
"The Lollipop Girt," whom he
once saved from being shot
when they were much
younger. The Lollipop Girl
continually appears throughout the movie as an ice cream
vendor in Sing's town, sym- Left: Brother Sim ponders his evilness. Above: Stephen Chow is antibolizing his past and playing the shirts. Below: Chow takes on an entire gang.
"good" force in the movie and
in his life.
While it may sound similar,
Kung Fu Hustle is not just
another Rush Hour. Chow's
movie is filled with an all-star
cast from Hong Kong's
Hollywood, and is spoken
entirely in Chinese. The plot is
much less developed, but the
story line ultimately serves as
a background setting to the
outlandish characters and
their fantastical antics.
For more infonnation on the
good, the bad and the silly of
Kung
Fu
Hustle,
visit
www.kungfuhustle.com.
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Nag

7 Sunday sealS
11 Nocturnal bird
14 Ms. Bloomer
15 Memo acronym
16 Female deer
17 Doing up, as
shoes
18 Susan of "Atlanlic
Cily"
20 Lennon's love
21 Tree syrup
23 Class dance
24 Cut and splice
26 Permanence
31 Merchanl's
ftgures

33 Out of 1he blue
34 Got a Me
36 Singer Braxlon
37 Put a strain on
38 Santa's helper
41 Current
measuring
device
43 Hog home
44 Sound dovish?
45 Amphithealer

row
46 _ of Marmara
48 Mini-chambers
51 Blind slrips
55 Like some
cigare«es
57 Close violently
58 Operat1c tune
59 Hano1 holiday
61 Stage signal
62 Headlong rusher
66 Capilal of
Colombia
68 Victona 's Secret
offenng
69 Healing sign
70 More hackneyed
71 Work on a
sampler
72 Actress Garr
73 Lookoul

C

2005 TriburM llhdl•
All rights ruerv.d.
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8
9
10
11
12

NASA partner
Military aircraft
Rings of fat
Sundries
Pursue with
passion
13 Writer De1ghton
19 Words to Nanene
22 Mom-and-pop
grp.
25 Sri Lankan crop
27 Ta1lor
28 Rorschach
shape
29 Scram!
30 "Da Ya Think I'm
?"

32 MoSl majestic
35 Somelhing given
off
DOWN
38 Light ian
1 Sain«yglows
39 Moon-madness
2 Actress Plummer
sufferer
3 Shrink back
40 Much ado about
4 _ Baba
nothing
5 Immoral deeds
42 Deal (out)
6 Grand tales
47 Gore and Haig
7 Faux
49 Deep, slimy soil

lli/091116

Solutions
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X V i
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I!; 3 i
8 v 0 s
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3 Volv-IV
i
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M 3 S
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Vol 0 0!;
000
, 1 3

v

v s
v J. s
i I a 3
d v s
O NO
s
~ N I 0 v 1
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V I 1 3 Vol v
SM 3 d
s s v !; V H

50 Solidify
52 Aulhor of "Linle
Women"
53 Less slack
54 All smudged
56 Outslanding
loans

3 1

60 Made haste
62 Hwy. radios
63 Exist
64 Jug handle
65 Hitter's stat
67 Rummy
game
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The word "sex" has many definitions.
Oh well?
Meanings range from gender designations to
Btowjobs are fun to give, and I'm sure
the act of penetration. Unfortunately, the good they're a blast to receive too, but why give
ol' dictionary typically leaves out one glorious when your partner won't?
My first semi-serious high school hn1Jfri.~nri 1
aspect of getting it on: the wonderful world of
oral sex.
Scott seemed to think I was a
Whether you like to give, receive or both, machine. He would always expect, but never
oral sex can be one of the most amazing sex- reciprocate. After months of not getting anyual acts one can commit-if it's good, of thing in return , I decided to bait.
From that day forward, I decided to pursue
course.
The topic of cunnilingus, oral stimulation of equality in my sexual relationships.
My plan is working. I've dated a handful of
the clitoris, is a subject near and dear to my
heart ... and other parts as well, and is some- guys since Scott and all of them (that's right.
thing that has restored my faith in men many all of them) have been pretty good at oral. A
couple of them have been amazing.
times.
If you don't know what to do downstairs,
But, many women seem to be on the fence
there are plenty of books and magazines
about it.
"I don't like it," my roommate Mia said. "It can help you. (Don't take advice from porn; it's
makes me uncomfortable and it doesn't feel inaccurate.) But, I can give up a few pointers.
Guys: Do not force your tongue into a
good."
I told my friend Mia what I tell any
girt's vaginal opening. It does not feet
girt who claims to dislike oral: If you
good and causes chafing afterward. The golden spot is the cl idon't love it, whoever went down on
you is no good.
toris, as always, but working a finger
or two in the equation is nice too.
My friend Eric trained his tongue • · -......
Ask your partner what feels good;
early, thanks to an older woman he
most women would be happy to
dated.
oblige.
"I was in over my head, literally,"
he told me. "I was 19, she was 23,
Girts: Think a Ia Deep Throat, but
she sat me down and told me
don't kill yourself. Relax your throat
straight out what to do. Ever since
and take as much as you can, but
then, I get nothing but compliremember that vomiting on a penis IS
ments."
not the goat. Keep it lubricated and feet 1
free to give your mouth a break and
I wish I could find the woman
who helped Eric and shake her
use your hand periodically. And
hand. Women don't take nearly
remember, testicles have feelings too,
enough initiative in guiding their beaus
but ask your beau how much is too
through this process, which would defimuch. You don't want to hurt him. The
nitely make the experience better for
spit or swallow decision is your call, but
both parties.
be safe. Don't go swallowing someone's
sperm when you don't know where
Another common problem I've
noticed when it comes to oral
they've been. (In that case, keep it
action is that women are more
out of your mouth in general.)
I
to get on their knees than
And remember, oral sex is a permates go "downtown."
sonal act and is always better when
love giving blowjobs," my
shared with someone you care
Mandy told me. "I hear I'm
about. So, keep it clean, communidamn good at it too. My
cate and bon appetit!
doesn't return the favor,
pyD_
8 eatnx 1xon
-Beatrix @chroniclemail.com
, but oh welt."

YOU MEAN STAY !N MY 'ROOM AND
~AT NO'TJ..I!NG BL.'T Cl<ACK~RS
AND MEL.T~D IC~ C~AM FOR A
W~f'K B~CAUSE' SOMe; .JI.INKTe
ONCE Be;Ar He;ROIN THAi WAY?
D.!.Y. 11-!f'RAP!E:S NeV&R WORK.

='>"

B~tOW

B~IT

L.H ME' n'L.L. YOU WHY r TH!NK
!T'L.L. WORK FOR YOU: ON!!,
YOU'RE' NOT' QU!iTING HEROrN,
YOU JUST A~N'T BUYING AS
MANY COMIC 13001<5 A5 USUAL....
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See prolessional actors rea · excerpts
ol student work lron1 the
Fiction Departn1entrs
Playwritina I, Playwritina II, &
Playwritina Advanced Classes.
And ol course ...
· free food!
,..,

624 S. Micl1i5an Ave.
11th floor Faculty Lounae
12--2pn1,Thursday, May 12tl1

,.

•
•
•
•
•
•
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End of Year Exhibit ion
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•
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•
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Take Yoshimoto Dana Simpson Angela Chambers
Amber Reyes Pratyusha Sandia Valerie Burke
Emre Aslay AShley Johnson Maryam Fai<OUri
Lauren Frontino Blanca Sustaita
and o~rs_

•
•
•• • • • • • • • • • • • ••

recePTION 3rD FLOOr OF liBrarY

MaY 12TH 5-7PM
Columbia
c•

L L • •
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•

reFreSHMeNTS serveD
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c • 1 c ••• I

I

ra ry 6 24 s. Michigan Ave .
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C33Gallery
33 ECongress, first floor
hours: M-Th 9-7, F9-5
Sat. by appt.

WHAT IS GREEN?
Aprll11· May 11, 2005
Reception: Thursday, April14 , 5-7pm
This open call student exhibition feawres 2-d and 3-d artwork in a variety of media that is primarily green . The exhibition
provides an opportunity to examine monochromatic materials and work that celebrates and challenges our perception of
what green is.
This show isjuried by Columbia College Chicago artist alumnae.lst, 2nd and 3rd place awards will be issued
during the reception.

Hokln Annex Gallery
623 S. Wabash Ave, first floor
hours: M-Th 9·7, F9-5
Sat. by appt.

[c] ~.L,~ ~

...
8ALLERY

SPACES.'=:-,.,.,-~

Polytheism of Gender
April 4 · May 18, 2005
Reception: Friday, April 8, 5· 7pm
This is an open call exhibition with artwork that responds to how society constructs gender, and how humans view
their sex, sexuality, and identity. Polytheism of Gender is an exhibition of 2-d and 3-d artwork that explores god-like idols tllat
define gender roles in this society.
Curated by Hannah Czehatowski, Gretchen Jankowski and Matt Ohm on behalf of the Arts Community Student Organization.

SPACES
THE STUOOff CBnDI ..,. UIJ.ERIES Of CCH.U-.. COUHE CfiiCMO

Glass CURTAIN Gallery
1104. S. Wabash, first floor
hours: T, W, F, 9-5, M, Th 9-7
Sat. by appt.

Axis of Evil: The Secret History of Sin
April 6-May 11, 2005
Reception & Gallery Talk: Thursday, Aprll7, 5- 8 pm
An international exhibition thematically peeking into the depths of evil through the print making form of the postage stamp
sheet Curated and navigated by Michael Hernandez de luna, this exhibition includes a stamp sheet from the late Ed Paschke.
In memory of our friend and colleague Ed Paschke.

[C]
SPACES
litE ITIIO£Hr CEJITUJ AIID GAIUAIU Cf COUJIOIA COIUGE

Cit~

4th Annual TICTOC Performance Art festival

111118)~June3,2005

mAQta. m:

Look for the 4th Annual TlCTOC Performance Art festival. Tucked within the nooks and crannies of Columbia College Chicago's
urban campus on manifest.

[CJSPACE:S IS A DIVIS IOJ OF STUDWT AFFAIRS 1 FU~D£0 EJJTIRE.lY r3Y STU!)EJJT ACTIVITY FEE.S.

cspaces.colum.edu
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Music runs in the family.

iPod photo

iPod

iPod mini

iPod shuffle

30GB $319
60GB $419

20GB $269

4GB $179
6GB $229

512MB $99
1GB $139

Portables

...........
'

~ .

iBook 12"

iBook 14"

from $899

from $1,199

PowerBook 12"
from $1,399

PowerBook 17"

PowerBook 15"
from $1 ,799

from $2,399

Desktops

/

(
\

----·

Mac mini

eMac

from $479

iMac GS

PowerMac GS

from $749

from $1199

from $1349

Rf .~Tile' ~ppte· Store ®Columbia College
r1;;
~1/

<., Wi1f> ,l~ h , <; uit <~

/.0 '!

;IJIJ .IWtN

I " I p'll< ()It If f l.( •d I I/ <~ppl < ''·' (H(.

....

..
.

'

,

.

www.a pple.com/ •d uca tio r l/ store/

(800) MY-APPLE
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Join the staff of the award-winning Columbia Chronicle and build
a solid resume of published work. The Chronicle is seeking writers,
editors, copy editors, photographers, web designers, advertising
reps, and graphic designers for paid positions.
Pick up an application today for the fall.

COLUMBIA CHRONICLE
1623 S. WABASH, SUITE 205 1
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Daley champions communities ...
hen the April 25
issue of Time magazine included
Richard M. Daley as one of
its five best big-city mayors,
it referred to him being
"widely viewed as the
nation's top urban executive." And Daley reinforced
that statement when he called
the proposed 2006 federal
budget's cutback on community development block
grants (CDBGs) a "life-ordeath issue."
If you're wondering exactly who feels the impact of
receiving millions less in
federal money, you needn't
look very far. Chicago's
CDBG program for 2005
provides $95.5 million for
community groups that provide affordable housing
units, human services and
health care throughout the
city.
Ask Alderman Freddrerma
Lyle (6th) what losing that
funding would mean to
organizations in her South
Side ward. She told the
Chicago Sun-Times, "I'm
pretty sure crime is gorma go
up if that happens. It 's very

W

scary."

When former President
Gerald Ford signed the
Housing and Community Act
into law in 1974, the idea
was to give federal funds to
local officials and allow
them to use the money to

provide affordable housing
and improve standards of living for low- and moderateincome families.
Uncle Sam's cash has been
an economic anchor for
some communities, and
maintaining neighborhoods
without it is a frightening
thought.
It's not to say that Chicago
alone suffers from the proposed cuts. Actually, it's not
even an issue of urban
against rural, or blue state
against red. Everyone loses,
which is perhaps why an
amendment to the Senate
Budget Resolution for the
2006 fiscal year passed with
widespread bipartisan support, 66-32.
A Republican, Minnesota
Sen. Norm Coleman, proposed the amendment to
spare CDBGs. The former
mayor of St. Paul called
CDBG programs "the
lifeblood of community
development and revitalization."
Missouri ' s Republican
Sen. Christopher "Kit"
Bond, chairman of the appropriations subcommittee that
handles housing, expressed
his concern with the budget
provisions.
"Reducing the deficit
almost solely on the back of
the domestic discretionary
spending is very troubling
and is an ill-conceived strate-

0UrOFTOON

gy that could have disastrous
results for many important
programs," Bond was quoted
as saying in the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch.
The Bush administration
responded to these concerns
by sending Commerce
Secretary Carlos Gutierrez
and Housing and Urban
Development Secretary
Alphonso Jackson before the
House Financial Services
Committee to try and explain
the situation. It only seemed
fitting that the Deputy
Director of the White House
Office of Management and
Budget, Clay Johnson ,
decided to back out of his
scheduled appearance and
submit a statement instead.
The whole situation left
Gutierrez and Jackson struggling to rationalize the president's proposal to shift the
S4 .7 billion CDBG-the
largest urban program-and
17 others from HUD to
Commerce in the midst of
budget cuts.
Daley called attention to
the recklessness of that
move. "I know a little about
the Commerce Department,"
Daley said on April26. "And
I know it is not set up to
improve neighborhood quality of life."
But it appears the Bush
administration's budget is
only concerned with improving one thing: its bottom line.

LEI IERS 10 lHE EDITOR:

but continues to dodge scandal

A

nd when Time magazine named Richard

M. Daley one of its
five best big-city mayors, it
also said, "allegations of
fmancial corruption have
caught up some of his political allies, although Daley has
penonally avoided implication."
This is an issue that should
concern all of us-residents
or commuters--because the
taxes we paid on everything
from gasoline to cigarettes
purchased in the city has
been severely mismanaged.
It's a bit astomshing that
the national publ icat ron
chose oot to elaborate on
exactly how bad the smell
=ng from the Hired Truck
program truly was.
Recent develliprTleTlts mdicatc that the whole corruptiOn K hcmc: Stlllks JO high
heavrn-QT at Jeagt to the
fifth floor of erty hall, where
the mayor works.
After fede ral oilk 1als u,W
'lea rch warrants to sert.c docume nts (rQrtl the Water
Management Department
and mayo r ·, offi ce of
lntergove-rnrncnu.l A1Ta1rs on
April 29, the ongmng inve~li·
gatioo of 27 people IK:l:UJed
of su~IO\,. spending hag

finally reached within the
mayor 's office. Of those
charged, 14 arc former city
employees.
Matters wercn ' t helped
when Gerald Wesolowski, a
former ranking official in the
Water Department, pleaded
guilty to a single count of
racketeering conspiracy on
May 2. As the top "bagman"
in the program, he said he
collected almost $200,000
from trucking companies.
The plea agreement made
with Wesolowski has finally
shed light on which political
campa1gns were aided by the
scandal. Not surprisingly,
Daley 's 11 one of them.
In addition to hitting up
hored truck companies for
campa1gn donat1onJ to the
mayQr, Wesolowski admitted
to a1d1ng the I I rh Ward
De mocratiC Organizat ion
headed by Cook County
Cornmiss1oner John Da leyRichard Daley's brother.
Hut on Aprol 30, JJ ~ I ey
assured u~ that "there IJ noth·
1ng more 1mportant to me
than nllunrammg the trust of
all the tupayers." And he
added on May 4 that the lat•
est revelations Jell him "hurt.
embarrasKd. dluppolnted."
If the de ve lopmenh

involving Wesolowski were
revealing, then we can only
imagine what dirt will come
from the cooperation agreement currently being worked
out between prosecutors and
Donald Tomczak.
Wesolowski's plea indicates that while Tomczak
helped oversee the Water
Department, he was nice
enough to reward city workers with "raises, promotions
and overtime." All they had
to do was become campaign
workers while on the city's
clock.
Wesolowski's plea docsn't
go as far as to say that Daley
and other politicians knew
about the crooked wuys their
campaigns were being aided.
but an expected guilty plea
from 'fomct.uk might otTer
even more implicating deve lopments . Acc ordin g to
We so low s ki. To m cza k
nllegedly held meetings In
city o lli cc~ on city rime ro
orgunlt.c campaign efforts.
If thur nlleged nbusc of
power Is exposed in the ncarfuture, we eltpett thllt rnnny
more Involved In the I llrtd
Truck lnvestigutlon nre I!Oirll!
to hove ru srnrt curnin11 clcnn.
A fler nil. something stttclls
nghy.
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Commentary ignores ethical implications

nate truth, but an irrelevant point.
Animal rights activists certainly are not
ignoring these issues. Rather. the obvious cruelty involved in foie gras production has made the passing of this
legislation relatively easy.
"When PETA exposes practices that
are cruel only for cruelty's sake. we
can share that feeling. " Can the delicacy of foie gras legitimize the cruel production method? Foie gras isn't a staple food or a necessity for any imaginable diet. Causing such suffering in
any creature for the sake of an unnecessary food dish can only be described
as cruel for cruelty's sake.
As a vegetarian who puts a Jot of
thought into the ethical and environmental implications of the food that I
eat, the clothes that I wear. and the
activities that I choose to partake in. I
resent your Oippant dismissal of aninml
rights activism. I lind your opinion uf
suc h activis ts. especia lly tht>S <'
inv olved with PETA. noive at !><·st.
It is all too eusy to judge an Ol1!llni7t\l ion hy its rndicnls. And likt• ~"~
.~etivist Ol)tllniztltion. PETA does h:1 ~
it~ fair sh~re of brnsh individua ls not
nlwnys bchnving in the gf'(>up's 1><-st

I would like to make a few points in
response to Derek Strum's recent commentary in The Chronicle ("If you eat
just nuts, do you become just nuts?"
May 2).
Foie gras. the intense, delicate and
rich dish that your story revolved
around, is fatty, diseased duck liver. A
pa inful condition known in humans as
hepatic lipidosis, it co uses u duck's
liver to swell up to nenrly ten rimes its
norma l size. 'Their lack of u gug- rctk~
doc~ not mnkc the process puinlcss for
a duck. Up to seven pounds of corn
mash mi ~cd With o1l, wurt·r. und su it urc
pumped into n du~k 's srnnmch dull y, nu~rcs r.
SOIIIOtitiiCS CI\U si nl! ItS Stiiii\Ul' h tO
llowcv,•r. I U11!C • ou to rnkc '' ),,,,~ :u
burst. Try to rmnl!inc the human e<tUIV - pctn.org. 1'\'ad their mission stntemcnt.
olent of, sny, thi rty pouncls of pnsrn ,·heck 1111t the resources they pn" 1de.
pumped into your stomuch end1 und und get to know the u1tin1<1te g1>;\lt>f the
every d~y.
org"nil."th>n bof<>r~ dismissmg tht·
Rofcroncc wys nmdc to the <Jucstion- group ns a bu n~ h of "null!."
ablc condit ions rhut c hkke n~. pills, and
sn ltnon nrc rnlsrd in. notinl! rlull "such
- ltristnpA..,. flllis
prmluctlnn i~ ~ hl c hlctl hy heavy ceo·
St Nim: .~rts li'llh!rtilllt-1 tllttl
nomic inr crc~r ~ " This ~~ nn untbrtu·
Mt~~fiu MttNII.g('lfl<tN t\liiSie Btmlt~s
~---

lilt
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Ideological battle brewing in Kansas
By Derek Strum
Commentary Editor

Now that Kansas' Board of
Education has returned to conservative hands, a subcommittee
made up of three board members
will begin assessing the state 's science standards on May 5 in
Topeka.
The first three of six public
hearings will have 23 witnesses
expected to advocate the concept
of intelligent design. And starting
May 12, three more days will
allow board members to hear from
supporters o f evolution. Then
again, those latter dates don ' t
appear to have too many participants- if any at all. Many in the
scientific community have said
they plan to boycon the proceedings. Nothing stimulates a debate
quite like having only one side
participate.
The theory of evolution has its
skeptics around the nation, but the
state of Kansas is once again taking the issue to another level. A
bitter statewide debate has arisen
over two differing sets of standards for teaching evolution in
their public schools, and the line
dividing church from state is once
again becoming mighty thin.
One version supports evolution
and was drafted by a majority on a
board-appointed science standards
cwriculum committee. The other
version, referred to as the minority report, criticizes evolution and
allows for a theory called intelligent design. ID suggests that all
things in life are too complex to
have been created by an unguided
process, and there must be a master planner behind the wheel
somewhere.
Leonard Krishtalka, director o f
the Kansas University Natural
History Museum and Biodiversity
Research Center, told Kansas'
Lawrence Journal-World that
"intelligent design is nothing but
creationism in a cheap tuxedo."
Harry McDonald, chairman of
Kansas Citizens for Science, told

the Journal-World that the board
members have already made up
their minds. "The whole thing is a
farce," he said.
The three board members handling the hearings have all spoken
fondly of the minority report,
according to the Journal-World.
One board member, Kathy
Martin, was quoted in the Clay
Center Dispatch as supporting

nario would be a bit more shocking if a similar situation hadn't
played out j ust six years ago.
In 1999, the board decided to
modify textbooks by deleting
most references to evolution. That
resolution put Kansas into an
unfavorable international spotlight. The fo llowing year's elections saw a less conservative
board that quickly revamped the
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prayer in school and intelligent
design. Martin claimed that her
statements were "taken out of context," and she then clarified her
fee lings when she told the
Journal-World, "Our nation is a
Christian nation. We are based on
Christian principles."
If the decision has already been
made, then there is no point to the
hearings. While they will involve
testimony and cross-examination,
whatever comes of any statements
against ID will be a lost cause.
The board will likely vote in
favor of the minority report before
the majority board approves the
new standards. The whole see-

standards to reassert the imporranee of evolution in educating
students.
"I feel like I'm in a time warp
here," Topeka attorney Pedro
Irigonegaray told Reuters. 'T o
debate evolution is simi lar to
debating whether the Earth is
round."
Irigonegaray will have the
unenviable task of defending evolution as a valid sc ience wh ile
being opposed by an attorney
named John Calvert.
Calvert, managing director of
the Kansas-based Intellige nt
Des ign Network, has gathered
many o f the ID defenders who

will be speaking at the hearingshimself included.
Calvert told the Journal-World
that he's not trying to muscle religion into schools, and that he had
concluded evolution was "based
more on philosophy than on data"
following a re-evaluation period
in his life a fter he became
divorced in 1978. "It's inappropriate for the state to suppress evidence of design and support a naturalistic world view that supports
nonthe is t ic be lief sys tem s, "
Calvert told the Journal-World.
Calvert is not a scientist, but
rather an attorney specializing in
corporate finance and business litigation. And just like first-year
board member Martin, he's a
Christian.
It 's hardly just the state 's Board
of Education that wants to rewrite
the textbooks. According to the
Los A ngeles Times, Kansas ·
Attorney General Phill Kline told
the conservative members of the
education board that he would
support them if they wanted to
add stickers on biology books
telling students that "evolution is a
theory, not a fact." The board hadn't even brought it up.
And evolution is just the tip of
the iceberg for Kline, who also
sees abortion and gay marriage as
opposing Kansan values.
Last month, state voters overwhelmingly supported his amendment to ban the laner.
"Study Kansas history," Kline
told the Times. "We were aflhe
forefront of the abolitionist movement , the women's s uffrag e
Then
movement, prohibition.
we got conservatism and recognized the importance of faith ."
It 's too bad that he didn 't have a
better recollection of recent history. If he looked back at the consequences of the 1999 attempt to
censor evolution, he'd see that
conservatives paid a price at the
polls. If there's one thing that people dislike more than monkeys in
their children's texts, it's monkeys
making their laws.

America doesn' t have the
world's best health care system,
just the most expensive. For those
of you who worry about your
health and wealth (i.e., everyone),
that's mind-bogglingly bad news.
The numbers are grotesque .
The United States spends 15.5
percent of its gross domestic product on health care, about $ 1.7 trillion a year. No other country
comes close. Yet for all that
money-equal to the entire economic output of France-45 million A mericans go without health
msurance.
By the way, in France, which on
a per-capita bas is spends about
half of what we do on health care,
everyone is insured. In fact, under
France's universal health system,
patients can visit doctors, even
specialists, virtually any time they
wish.

That e xplains why many
recently participated in "Cover the
Uninsured Week," a nationwide
effort to focus anention on the
millions of uninsured Americans.
It 's a uniquely American event,
since in the rest of the industrialized world, where universal coverage is the norm, health care is
considered a basic human right.
But in the United States, I guess
health care is a fri ll. It shows.
We're only No. 22 among industrialized nations in life expectancy
(77 years); Japan is No. I at 8 1
years. We ' re No. 25 in infant mortality rate (6.8 infant deaths per
I ,000 births). Sweden leads with
on ly 3.5 deaths per I ,000.
"Somebody's got to step up to
the plate and craft a solution for
our health care s ystem," said
James Tallon, head o f the nonprofit United Hospital Fund. "We
can' t keep letting this problem
slip away from us. It affects our
ability to compete economically

The Columbia Chrooicle is a student-produced
publicatioo of Columbia College Chicago and
does not necessarily represent. in whole or in
part. the views of college adm1n1strators,
faculty or students.
All text, photos and graphics are the
Property of The Columbia Chronicle and may
not be reproduced or published without
written permission.

with the rest of the world."
He's got that right. Word from
Detroit is that autoworker health
care adds $2,500 to the cost of
producing every General Motors
car. As if it's not tough enough to
compete with Japanese automakers, who can count on their government to pay their employee
health costs.
America apparently loves its
privatized, patchwork health system. O r at least our politicians do,
all of them having seen Hillary
Clinton's 1994 close encounter
with political death when she tried
to sell America on national health
care. To this day, when asked,
she' ll only offer up hors d 'oeuvresize ideas on how to tweak the
system (e.g., "use more information technology") rather than
reform it. Too bad. Our health system is beyond aspirin therapy. It
needs open-heart surgery.
·n 1ink shilling health spending
entirely onto the shoulders o f

Editor ials are the opinio ns of tho Editorial
Board of Tho Co lumbia Chronicle.
Co lumns aro the opinions of tho author(s).
Vlow s oxpressod In this publicatio n are those
of t ho w rtter and are not tho opinions of Tho
Columbia Chronicle, Colum bia's Journalis m

Department or Columbia Collogo Chicago.
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Number of pounds
of cocaine a dru~sniffing dog m
Roseville, Mich.,
discovered in the
vehicle of Denise
Coke on May 3 after
she was pulled over
for speeding. A
judge set 25-yearold Coke's bond at
$ 1 million after she
was charged with
intent to deliver
more than 1,000
grams of cocaine.

$8, 100
Amount that a
Topps series limitededition Po9e John
Paul II tradmg card
sold for on May 3,
according to Beckett
Media.

42
Number of minutes
it took to track down
William Ingram, 46,
after he allegedly
robbed a U. S. Bank
in Colerain
Township, Ohio, on
May 5. A Global
Positioning System
device, flaced in the
bag o money by a
teller, led authorities
to a car dealership
where money spilled
from his pockets
when confronted.

Choice Cuts

One nation, uninsured
Guest Commentary
Richard Schwartz, KRT

Roami n'
Numer als

Uncle Sam won 't make a difference? Wrong. National health
would save us nearly $250 billion
a year on administration alone.
That's the difference between the
20 percent we spend on administration versus the 4 percent to 7
percent nations like France,
Britain and Canada spend.
The reason: In America, hundreds o f independent pri va te
insurers spend ungodly stmlS to
set up risk pools, create payment
schedules and reject insurance
claims.
In nations with just one payerthe government- the focus is on
service and efficiency. Not only is
that cheaper, but it's more equitable, since everyone gets covered. In a modem, industrialized
nation, that's how things should
be.

- 71u!.; commentll1)' original~v
appeared in the
May 2 New lork Dail)' Nell's

Lottors to the ed ito r musl 1nclude full name year, maJor
and phone number. All leiters are edited for grammar and
may be cut due to a hm1ted space
Letters can be fa xed to (31 2) 344·8430,

o-mallod to Chronlclo@colum.edu or mailed to
Tho Columbia Chronicle, 623 S. Wabash Ave., Suite 205,

Chicago, IL. 60605-1996.
Press r eleases

Advertlseme n~

Chronlclo@colum.odu

Cri chon@co lum.odu

''

"This is a message
to the medical profession. Don't treat
Italians."

Attorney Robert
Wolf, defending the
actions of his client,
Arlen Fleisher, after
federal prosecutors
charged Fleisher
and two other
Westchester County,
N.Y., doctors of
giving lru:g~ amounts
of anti-Impotence
drugs to mob members in exchange for
construction and auto
repair work.

''
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COMING UP: VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
APPLY: Yourself! Man ifest offers students hands-on experience
producing, perform ing, and exhibiting in an interactive festival.
Looking to expand you r resume with community servi ce, or j ust
want to be a regular do-gooder? Man ifest needs your help!
For information abou t volu nteering contact agreiner@colum.edu.
If your volunteer list is already a mile long, come to manifest anyway
and simply enjoy the day!

ARTWALK & SALE
DANCE PERFORMANCES
TICTOC PERFORMANCE FESTIVAL

LIVE MUSIC
THEATER PERFORMANCES
SPECTACLE FORTUNA

ALL EVENTS ARE FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.

LUNA FORTUNA!
Come see wha t th e hype is all about!
Luna Fortuna is t he kick-off party
for Spectacle Fo rtun a - the
ce nterp iece parade of Ma nifes t.
Join us on Lucky Friday t he 13th
fo r tasty food , cool drinks, pinatas,
raffl es. mus1c. an d d id we me ntion
17 foo t ta ll pup pe ts?
Fnday, May 13, 5 pm-8pm
Unive rsity Ce nter
Corner of Stale and Ha rrison
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,2oos
Online, at Oasis! Anytlme,Aoywhere! From home,
acomputer la~O( even The Hun
You can also VisitThe HUT (Helping Unity Thrive),
In the lobby of 623 s.\1\fabash, and vote at one of
the many laptops! Look for the HUT right next
to the elevators!

Simply go to:

http://oasis.colum.edu

.

r-:11
. .· .
~
.

Vote for your favorite candidate using

your Qasis ID and Password! 'Arhen you
log In,simply dkk Student Government
Election and the rest Is self
explanatory!

Write--in CandJdates should deliver
th€fr submissions to the Ofrector

of Student Leadershi~Domlnlc
Cottone, 1104 s. Wabash Suite
1000.
Results WI~ be available
Monday, May 23rdtGet
out and VOTE!

N
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Cl~ssifieds
Classified Advertising

Deadlines
Your advertisement must be received by
5p.m. on the Thursday prior to the pub-lishing date.

Chicago Job Fairs, Career
Fairs, Employment fairs, 0
pen Houses and more!
YOUR Chicago career
connection!
ww.chicagojobresource.com
43rd and Wallace 3 bedroom
new remodeled appliances
includes one ~arage space.
fenced yard mce bldg in nice
area. $650 773 255 3458
JOURNALISM STUDENTS!
Good for Party, a lifestyle publi
cation, seeks smart writers with
a unique voice. Think some
where between 50s Playboy,
Vice, EW. We embrace contro
versy, provocation, seduction.
We are NOT obsessed with
materialism, narcissism, and
celebrity worship of other magaz
ines. Call Shreyas at
312.498.4304.

FIGURE MODELS
$
WANTED! Columbia photo
. Ch · 1 h
The C0I~m bIa r~n!C e C arges 0,. ~5 per grads collaborating on fine
word With a $5 mrnrmum. All classrfred ads art series about the human
must be pre-paid in full prior to publicabody. All types needed. Be
part of a one of a kind pro
t .ron. All ad~ WI·11be publ'IShed ·10 t he order ject.
Call Daniel & Justin @
of purchasrng date
773-407-7279

1212 South Michigan
Avenue-Let us do the math!
It pays to live here! Ask us
about our specials. Offering
studio, one and two bedroom
apartments with gorgeous
city and lake views.
Amenities abound! Contact
Leasing at (312) 461-11 10.
GUITAR LESSONS with LeRoy
Bach. (5ive Style, Wilco, D·
Settlement.. ..) Lessons offered
in Humboldt Park studio. Rates
vary. 'j45scout@hotmail.com'
Shop and Save
www.cheapgifts.com
Welcomes You Online
Make $ $$ taking Online
Surveys Earn $10-$125 for
Surveys Earn $25-$250 for
Focus Groups
www.cash4students.com/
columcol

Rates

Three Ways to Place a Classified Ad

Online
www.columbiachronicleclassifieds.com.

1997 VW GTI VR6, 5spd,
Loaded, 74K miles, Excellent
Condition, $6900.
312-446-5882 or
skthiessen@hotmail.com.

Bg Nail
Send your typed or pr int ed ad copy along
with your full name, city, state. zip code
and phone number with full payment to:
Chronicle Classifieds.
Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, JLoDS05.

&jleoim:o the RiYet Kwai.
rice b;rge, 01lang Mai. e<eii>ant
ride,l>,ltrilel'l!i.nlthe

3-bedroom apt.
$775/month near public
transportation and shop
ping. available July 1,
2005. 3040 S. poplar ave.
(1-blk. west of halsted
near 31st.O 773-297-4930

GolcllrlTri;.-g'o

10 minute drive to Loop.
Convenient public transporta
tion. Furnished 2 bedroom
apartment, 1 bathroom, kitchen,
living room, back yard, storage
space in crawl basement.
Utilities not included. 35th &
Emerald Ave. $775 I month.
(312) 399-1104.
ModeVHost; $120 a day No
exsperience needed will work at
McCormick Place Convention
Center 5/21-24.Send Picture &
Short Reseme by May 13th To:
bill @chestnutid.com

suo s.

By Fax

This is Columbia.

Fax your typed or printed ad copy along
wit h your full name. city, state, zip code
with full payment to

andphone number
312/344-8032.

your paper. your news. your voice.

-.

Specials!

Week of May 9- 1S

soups

Italian Sub Sandwich.....................................t4.2S
proeui·no~ sala~mi, ham, fresh mozzareUa

cheese, tomato, kalamata olive
and pesfo tauce. served wlth pota.to chi.ps.

Four Cheese Panlnl......................................$4.25
tomato., avocado. urved with potato chlpe.

8readed Chicken 9andwlch.....................J4.25

ranc.h sauc,e, tomatoes., lettuce.
served wfth potato ~hips..

monday

OrfentaJ Chicken
Vegetable
tuesday

Cream of Broccoli
wednesday
Chicken &umbo
thunday

New England Clam
Chowder

the underground cafe
basement - 800 south michigan
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Art Institute stores blue windows
0 Chagall's landmark "America Windows" down during gallery expansion

minwnter
Elliot Ramos

gets under way.
The windows were removed
There may be a wait for couples May 2. and will be stored by art
wanting to imifate that fam ous handl ers. The wi ndows, wh ich
scene from Ferris Bue/ler 's Day were unveiled May 15. 1977. comOff when Matthew Broderick and memorated the nation's bicentenniMia Sara kissed in front of those al and were dedicated to the late
Mayor Richard J. Daley.
blue stained glass windows.
M arc
C hagall 's
"America
Chagall created the three-panWindows," a Chicago landmark eied. brig ht blue glass with
installed at the Art Ins titute of American and Chicago symbols
C hicago in 1977. will be out of when the Art Institute decided to
view as construction of a new wing make a gallery in his honor. He
c hose the American
bicentennial theme, and
upon learning of Mayor
Richard J. Daley's death
in 1976 he designed the
windows in ho nor o f his
memory.
Removi ng the windows is a careful process
that wi II be done by
ski lled art handlers and
conservationists.
"The pieces are espeCia ll y delicate. so the
w1ndo ws
w i II
be
removed bit by bit within
a span o f a week, befo re
the museum opens to the
public ," said C hai Lee.
assistant directo r of pubErie Davis/The Chrooicte li c affairs for the Art
Institute of Chicago.
Chagall's blue window installation at
T hi s type of removal is
the Art Institute was named a landmark
not
unprecedented .
in 1977.

Grant Park

Stained glass is regularly removed
and restored in build ings around
the world. One such restoration
project is in progress just off the
Magnifi cent Mile at St. James
Chapel , 103 E. Chestnut St.
T he windows there were deteriorating because o f weak lead threading.
Michael Smoucha, foreman for
the Botti Studio of Architectural
Arts Inc.. is currently working o n
that restoration project.
''There's a good amount of care
and
documentation
that 's
invo lved ," Smoucha said . He
added that pho to documentation
and rubbings prior to removal are
do ne in accordance with guidelines
set by Stained Glass Association of
America.
As for Chagall 's windo ws. the
institute has removed them
because the results of a preconstruction assessment suggested it
would be safer if they were sec luded until after constructio n was
completed.
"We wi ll rernstall the Chagall
windows in the exact locatio n after
the construction and the conservation of the windows," Lee said.
Italian architec t Renzo P iano
designed the new no rth wing.
which will increase gallery space
by 30 perce nt. It is slated for completio n by 2009.

Continued from Back Page

schools like Co lu mbia and the
Spertus Institute for jewis h studies have opened their fro nt doors
and noticed the changes in the
once drab Grant Park.
''There 's an incredible opportu-

nity to make G rant Park a campus
quad fo r the urban [colleges !."
O'Nei ll said .
The group is wo rking clo sely
with Co lumbia to integrate the
sc hool with the pa rk. O ' Neill

BECOME THE LEADER
YOU WERE BORN TO BE.
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said . As the weat her gets warmer.
s tude nts beco me v1s ibl e the re.
ei ther visiting there o n the ir own
o r for c lasses. a practice O ' Ne ill
said is greatl y encouraged .
Mark Ke ll y, vice pres1dent o f
s tude nt affairs. ec hoed that sentiment, sayi ng Co lumbia could usc
the park l1ke a traditional college
might use a court yard.
"We do n 't have a quad. but we
have something better o ut o ur
fro nt door.'' Ke lly said.
Grant Park is o ften used for festi va ls such as Col um bia's
M anifest. The park distnct recently announced plans to hold thi s
year 's Lo llapalooza music festi val there . adding to the park's
already busy lineup o f concerts
and annual events like the Taste
o f Chicago. Festivals blue the line
between a re lnxing park and a
busy c ity venue. O' Ne ill has been
in negotia tio ns with the park district and vario us Fes ti va l promoters to rnuke sure the integrity oF

the park is not compromi sed this
summer as hundreds of thousands
o f peo ple mill about the green
spaces.
" We e ncourage the kind of
[ acti v11ies I festiva ls bring to the
park. but we also are looking to
make s ure [festival organizers]
leave the park in better conditions
than they found it," O ' Neill said .
In the pas t. fes tival-caused
problems s uch as uprooted trees
and trampled landscape have been
so lved. O'Neill pointed o ut.
Roping o ff certain areas and putting mo ney from the events back
into the park are two things the
group has proposed, and O 'Neill
said everyone involved has been
cooperative.
Arizzi said the park district
maintains the park during the
busy seasons us much as possible.
"We have to give [Grant Purk}
extra attention and keep up with
the mainte nance," Arizzi said.
"People are generully

respectful."
According to Arizzi. there are
no major plans for renovations to
Grant Park at this time. O ' Neill
did point out that the southernmost end o f the park is still in desperate need of attention. The
abandoned rai !road beds need to
be lifted even with the park. a
process that he said would be fairly expensive.
'1'here is a huge green space to
be gained if we open the south
end," O'Neill said.
A pedestrian walkway connecting the park to the Museum
Campus by II th Street was the
most recent project co mpleted. As
the group works with the park district to create the organic gurden
and other new aspects, O'Neill
reutlirms the importance o f purtnering with Columbia.
" As Columbia and the South
Loop grow. it's important that W('
Silly connected to this vibrant
park." Kelly said .
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$70,000
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Wiler~! 123!1 N. Clyltw11 A¥t, Suitt 228
Wlw~~:S.,II;orc,.t:Hay

Wilot SfC W'tr Ctllltt • 312·282-0430
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Exhibit showcases South Loop
history through camera's eye
0 Columbia students 'biggest strength' from collegiate portion of contest
By Rebecca Parsons
Copy Editor

People who live and work in
the South Loop walk past signs
of the neighborhood's rapidly
changing landscape every daythe construction of new buildings, the birth of Millennium
Park, the growing number of
students and fam ilies living
here- but they usually do not
stop to admire these community
gems.
The South Loop Neighbors
organization hopes to change
that disregard to appreciation
with its 7th Annua l Liv ing
Hi story Photography Contest
and Exhibitio n, which runs
through June 13.
The exhibition features 25
photos taken by the winners and
honorees of the organization 's
Living History photography
contest. Students and adults participated in the contest and top
wi nners received cash and
scholarship prizes. All of the
photos' subjects were captured
within the South Loop .
Columb ia 's photography students have a strong presence in
this year 's exhibition as they
have since the co ntest and

SRO

exhibit began in 1999, said
Ronnie Jarett, founder and cochair of the event.
" We have had the most participation w ith Columbia, more
than other colleges," Jarett said.
"The biggest strength so far is
from Columbia."

High school students, college
students and adults entered the
contest, but the student participation was espec ially high this
year, accordi ng to Caro le
Hanzyk,
a
South
Loop
Neighbors board member and
co-chair for the event.
"The students are a big part of
this," Hanzyk said. "The wealth
of talented students from these
schools is amazing and it has
grown tremendously.
Jarett said she created the contest and exhibition to document

the changing events, landscape
and culture of the South Loop.
She has lived in the area since
1986 and said she has seen an
extensive transformation during
her years here.
"! have watched the ne ighborhood slowly come to life again,"
Jarett said. "We take it for granted sometimes, but it's living history happening here."
The wide-ranging growth of
the community inspired the
growth of the contest and exhibition, which had only fi ve
entries in its first year, Hanzyk
said.
Leslie Sturino, pres ident of
South Loop Neighbors, said she
thinks the student participants
have best captured the inimitable evolution of the South
Loop.
" People who have lived here
for awhile may wa lk past architectural landmarks, monuments
or parks every day and not take
notice of it," she said. " But
many students are new to the
area and see these sights for the
first time, which gives them a
freshness of perspective that is
just beautiful."
The Living His tory contest

and exhibition is a great way to
bring the community and students together, Sturino said, and
she . hopes the exhib ition will
make the students who come
here every day for class and
work fee l more at home in the
South Loop.
" ! think it will be interesting
for students to see what their
peers are creating in art and see
how their peers view the neigh-

borhood through the lens of a
camera," Sturino said.
The Living History exhibition
is at Chicago Community Bank
inside Dearborn Station, 4 7 W
Polk St. , through June 13. It is
free and open to the public. For
more information or to find 0111
how to participate in next years
contest, go to www.southloopneighbors.org.

those sentiments, saying that the
mixed-income facility has been
"a good neighbor" in the South
Loop.
Helping to facilitate that partnership, the Near South Planning
Board has worked closely with
the industrial league, from developing and selecting possibl e sites,
to offering possible reta il and job
opportunities to prospective residents.
Bonnie Sanchez-Carlson, president and executive director of
the Near South Planning Board,
said the South Loop has been
very supportive of mixed-income
residences moving in, even to the
point of arguing for a "one and
one" ruling, an agreement that
would stipulate that for every
new condo or retail venue that
was established, one new mixedincome establishment would

accompany it. In 1999, the South
Loop lost two affordable housing
units : the Rooseve lt Hotel at
Roosevelt Road and Wabash
Avenue, which is set to reopen;
and the St. James Hotel.
But because of the recent
growth in the South Loop, which
Sanchez-Carlson added is nearing
land capacity, that rule hasn't
been easy to fo llow.
"With all the new middle and
upper class development going in
[the South Loop], it's been difficult of late to stick to that,"
Sanchez-Carlson said.
She added that the planning
board, regardless of gentrification
in the area, is open to any other
mixed-income ventures.
" We're open to hearing about
[more growth] if the city deems it
appropriate," Sanchez-Carlson
said.

As of now, though, the city has
no immediate plans for more
South Loop development.
Molly Sullivan, director of
communications for the Chicago
Department of Housing, said the
city has helped reintroduce
mixed-income housing into the
South Loop.
While Sullivan said that city will
not do any "day to day managing"
of the developing structures in the
South Loop, including the current
structure at the comer of Wabash
Avenue and Harrison Street, but
they did help ''fmance the deal."
"[The city] is always happy to
help the South Loop in developing
affordable housing," Sullivan said.
She added, though, that the city has
focused its resources on the Nonh
Side with a " very modern" mixedincome faci lity near C lybou m
Avenue and Division Street.

Courtesy Le•lie Sturino

"Snowball," by Dominiq ue Allmann Papa, won last year's So uth
Loop Neighbors Living History Photography Contest and
Exhibition. This year's 25 win ners a nd honoree s a re c urrently
on e xhibit a t Chicago Co mmun ity Bank inside Dea rborn
Station , 4 7 W Polk St. The exhibit runs until J une 13.
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Darlene Roberts, property manager of the faci lity, wilf have to
pay according to one of two programs. If residents are collecting
Soc ial Security or disability,
Roberts sa id, they will pay 30

percent of their check to housing,
with the other part supplemented
by the federal government.
Others
earning somew here
between $ 15,000 and $26,000
will pay market value, which is
$414.
O'Keefe said
that South Loop
r esi d e nt s
weren' t always
as supportive of
the
mixedincome ventures
headed by the
league. But with
the development
of
another
league-run facility at 1801 S.
Wabash Ave .,
David Maki/The Chronide
the CCIL has
gone a long way
The C hicago Christia n Indus trial League owns
in
changing
the newest SRO in the S outh Loop.

IOn the Lighter Side I 2:50 p.m. a 34-year-old secur iColum b ia secu rity
takes action

g uard

On April 25 at II :45 a.m. a
security g uard in Colum bia's
South Campus Building, 624
S. Michigan Ave., observed a
43-year-o ld male take a com pact disc player an d place the
item in his pocket. T he securi ty guard deta ined the offender.
The police arrived and eventually took the offender in for
processing.
Sha re m ome nts d on ' t stea l
t he m
A 4 1-year-o ld male was
taken into police custody a fter
stealin g two disposable cameras fro m Jewe l, 1224 S.
Wabash Ave. On April 22 at

ty guard observed the offender
stuffi ng the merchandise into
his coat and fle eing the store.
Police tracked the offender
wa lking southbound
on
Wabash from the
guard's description and took
him in for process in g.
Th e
m e r chan di s e
was returned to
stock.

- Comp iled by
Chronicle staff
through information provided
by the 12th
D i s I r i c I
Chicago Police
Department.

On a Serious Note
Man charged with sexua l
offense
On April 28 at II a.m. a 38-

r-,r"'Tl'--n-.,-rrr:~r,--;c;--,-,r-,.-..,..-.,-r-........,.'ITTY_ear_-o_I_d_m-xa-nle indecent
was charged with
solicita7

tion of a 16-yearold male. A security guard at the
H a r 0 I d
W ash i n g ton
Library, 400 S.
State
St.,
observed the two
inside the same
stall in the men's
restroom.
The
victim related to
police that the
offender gave him
a note asking for
sexual favors and
giving a place for
them to meet. The

offender was released from the
police station without charges
after processing.
CTA bus driver assa ulted
An assau It was reponed on the
No. 86 CTA bus near 500 S. State
St. The bus driver, a 33-year-old
male, related that while stopped
at a traffic signal on April 28
around 5:45 p.m., another driver
accosted him. The offender,
described as a 25-year-old male
in casual clothing, approached
the bus yelling at the victim and
ordering that he exit the vehicle.
The driver refused, at which
point the offender punched the
glass window at face level with
the driver. The offender then fled
back to his vehicle and left the
scene. The CTA bus window
cracked, but no injuries were sustained.

Chicago's front yard

improving, revitalizing
0 Conservancy seeks to reduce harm from festival foot traffic
By Alicia Dorr

park, and testing a skate park and
ornamental organic garden.
Less than a decade ago Grant
From long-term projects like
Park was little more than a long eliminating the remaining railstrip of unused land that ended in road beds near Roosevelt Road to
a quarry of dilapidated railroad replanting individual trees, those
beds. Now, Chicago's constantly concerned about the space have
developing front yard is a quad their hands full as Grant Park confor the city's urban campuses and tinues to develop.
a vibrant meeting place for city
The park is particularly imporresidents.
tant to the city because of its toeaSince Millennium Park opened tion on the lakefront, said Lisa
last year, Chicago's Grant Park Arizzi, Chicago Park District
Co n se rvan cy,
spokeswoman.
concerned resi- ,.,...,.....,......,,......,...._,--~..... "Grant Park is
dents and even
centrally placed
Columbia have
and it's large
worked tirelessly
enough to hold
with the city and
festivals
and
the Chicago Park
events," Arizzi
District to help
-Mark Kelly,
said. "That means
Columbia College
it's drawing not
Grant Park catch
up with
the
only residents, not
changes going on in and around only downtown employees, but
the park. Now, the group is look- also tourists. It gets a lot more use
ing to collaborate with Columbia [than other parks]."
Part of the reason it gets more
to make the park into a quad for
use is due to the revitalizing
the urban campus.
This summer, while thousands efforts of the advocacy group
of people flock to the park for fes- Grant Park Advisory Council.
tivals such as Lollapalooza, Grant The group has worked closely
Park will transfom1. Plans for this with the park disuict and the city
year include completing a dog in renovating the landscape and
City Beat Elitor

structures of the
park according to
Bob O' Neill, president of the Grant
Park Conservancy
and
advisory
council.
The park district heeds the
council 's suggestions, Arizzi said,
because the group
holds meetings
with
various
members of the
community and
knows what residents want and
need from the
park. O' Neill said
' Eric: Daviii/The Chronicle
what
residents
want and need is a The Grant Park Conservancy Council is working with the-city and the ,
beautiful park to Chicago Park District to continue overhauling the underdeveloped portions of
relax in.
the park. Plans for the south end of Grant Park include a skate park, a dog
"We view Grant park and an ornamental organic garden.
Park as a cultural and educational the south end of the park. The improve the city's front yard.
Now the group has its sights set
corridor," O' Neill said. "It is an skate plaza and the ornamental
outdoor civic space, and every organic garden, which will grow on partnering with another neighpart of it has a different identity." in front of the Lincoln statue near bor-Columbia. As the South
And the group is constantly try- the northwest comer of Columbus Loop continues to develop and
ing to tailor the park to the city's Drive and Congress Parkway, are more students move into the area,
many identities. The dog park other examples of how working
will be one of the frrst projects at with the community has helped
See Grant Park, Page 26 /

South Loop SRO nears completion
0 Prospective residents clamor for spots: 280 applications for 169 rooms
By Josh Kantarskl
Assistant City Beat Editor

The greenery on Michigan
Avenue isn' t the only thing
blooming around Columbia this
spring.
As the brick facade goes up on
the single-room occupancy building at the corner of Wabash
Avenue and Harrison Street, hiding tufts of insulation and Tyvek
commercial wrapping, the South
Loop' s latest SRO is nearing
completion.
Located
across
from
Columbia' s Wabash Campus

Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave.,
the SRO is owned by the
Christian Industrial League, a
nonprofit organization aimed at
helping people who are homeless
or nearly homeless.
The league, which purchased
the plot of land for $ 1 from the
city, developed the $16.3 million
building. The eight floor structure
has 169 units inside; each 260
square foot unit includes a kitchenette, bathroom, sleeping area
and living area accompanied by
air conditioning. The units are a
mixture of market value renting

David MakVThe Chronlcte

The South Loop's newest single-room occupa ncy, located o n
the corner of Wabash Ave nue a nd Ha rris on Street, will offe r
residents a menities ra nging from kitche nettes to living rooms.

and goverment subsidized housing.
And now it appears that idea
has come to fruition- almost.
Despite plans to open in midsummer 2005, the SRO, according to Denis O'Keefe, chief operating officer for the Chicago
Christian Industrial League, will
not open until nearly August.
O'Keefe said the project-which
was meant to break ground in
November 2003 but did not start
until February 2004-hit a few
"minor blips along the way."
Some difficulties at the construction site such as getting elecuicity transferred from CornEd
slowed down the process,
O'Keefe said.
But with construction well
under way and facilities nearly
ready for residents, O' Keefe said
that prospective buyers are
already clamoring to procure
spots.
He said the league has already
received 280 applications since
they started in April.
0 ' Keefe added that the league
is interested in bringing in people
who live in the area.
"We' re looking for people who
are working, especially in service
jobs and in the South Loop," he
said.
Applicants,
according to
See SRO, Page 27
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